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Abstract
Advancements in high-throughput technology has created a big data

revolution within healthcare with increased potential to help accelerate

progressions in precision medicine. However, as a result of its high level of

heterogeneity, biomedical big data present a unique set of analytical

challenges and bottlenecks.

CIRAFm is a software platform designed to aid translational researchers

from varying domain expertise and programming skills facilitate

heterogeneous data analytics within the areas of cancer research and clinical

care. It is a browser-based, no-code platform that provides real-time

integrative analytics within a secure environment.

The traditional analytical functionalities of CIRAFm were tested and

validated through a set of use cases based on a CRC data cohort which

included matched clinical and pathological data and related TMA images.

The extended functionalities of CIRAFm, which includes AI-based analytics

such as DL was tested through a set of image classification use cases based on

a CRC tissue image dataset.

CIRAFm provides an extensible and moulder architecture which enables it

to support the large and rich variety of data available within cancer

informatics. This also enables the integration of different programming

languages based on user requirements, whilst still maintaining a no-code

environment for its end-users. The modular design which is flexible to the

requirements of its end-users also enables the platform to address key areas

within biomedical research such as result reproducibility and research

sharing thereby providing translational researchers and scientists greater

control over their research workflows.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Precision medicine: the current landscape

The term ’precision medicine’ often used interchangeably with the terms

personalised, individualised and stratified medicine, is a patient centric

approach that involves the integration of multiple data categories such

genetic, phenotypic, environmental and lifestyle factors (Figure 1.1). These

integrated profiles are used within precision medicine to optimise insights

into disease treatment, prevention and detection at an individual level. [221]

While such tailored treatment models can significantly aid in improving

clinical outcomes of individuals, they can also play a substantial role in

minimizing unnecessary side-effects to treatments through the early detection

of patient groups who are less likely to respond to particular treatment types.

[168]
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FIGURE 1.1: Precision medicine often involves
the integration of multiple factors that can be
generalised under life-style data, medical records,
environmental factors and various ’omics’ data

types. [168] [221]

A key objective of modern precision medicine is the convergence of

multiomics data and informatics technologies. For example, within the past

decade, we have observed a significant acceleration in disease discovery,

through the use of genome-based high-throughput technologies. This

subsequently has also led to the formation of vast "lakes" of ’omics’-data.

[124] [146]

Coined ’big data’, these biological data lakes can benefit patient healthcare

in multiple ways. For example, they can help better understand complex

disease domains such as cancer through early detection of disease based on

clinical information and genetic make-up [19][49][113] as well as improve

patient-centric services through evidence-based medicine [19][110]. Big data

can also help improve patient treatments by examining both the individuals

own recorded medical history, and allow medical researchers analyse past
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patient records of individuals who have already suffered the same symptoms.

[19] [251]

Yet, while the clear increase in biomedical data may result in increased

benefits for the future of precision medicine, it also poses a significant

challenge in terms of successful data exploitation. Therefore, to effectively

integrate, manipulate and extract clinically relevant information from big

data, one must first endeavour to understand the behaviours and underlying

characteristics that help fashion them.
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1.2 Big data: the underlying nature

In 1965, Gordon Moore observed that the number of electronic components,

including transistors, housed on dense integrated circuit (IC) chips will

double every two years for at least a decade. [230] (Figure 1.2). Keeping in

line with this observation, the 21st century, often ascribed the age of

information, has seen an explosion in data generation through the use of

high-throughput technologies as well as clinical and non-clinical digital

devices.

FIGURE 1.2: In 1965 Moore predicted that as the unit cost fails, the number of
components per circuit would double and would continue do so for at least a

decade. [230]
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We have already surpassed Moors law within the silicon chip circuitry

industry and are observing a near exponential growth in the advancements

made within this domain. This is an important factor to consider, as it poses a

direct impact on other aspects of technological progress including

computational processing power, speed, price and availability of electrical

equipment such as high-throughput sequencing devices, clinical and

non-clinical wearable devices etc. [130] [286] For instance, according to the

National Human Genome Research Institute’s (NHGRI) Genome sequencing

program (GSP), the cost per DNA sequencing has decreased dramatically

since the completion of the initial sequencing project in 2001. [237] The

annual worldwide sequencing capacity has consequently been rising linearly

throughout the past decade. [320].

It was also estimated that by the end of 2020, there were 20 to 100 billion

Internet of Things (IoT) devices, leading to further digital data collection. For

example, ’connected-point-of-care’ devices are already in use both in clinical

and non-clinical settings to monitor patient vital signs ( e.g. heart rate, blood

pressure levels) in real-time and alert on anomalous situations. [335]

There has been a near exponential growth in ’omics’ based digital data

generation in clinical settings in addition to the non-clinical data gathered

through various digital health devices. This is a direct result of the

advancements made within next-generation sequencing, as well as other

domains such as digital pathology, real-time imaging and high-throughput

computing. [3] For example, between the years of 2002 and 2017 the

European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI), which is part of the European

Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL) has reported a storage of over 2.58
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petabytes of data consisting of proteins, genes and other small molecules and

backups; these data appear to more than double each year. [104] [105]

Therefore, in order to acquire meaning and extract underlying patterns

from big data, they must first be processed and transformed into coherent

information. [253] While the popularity of big data-driven research in

healthcare continues to grow, the underlying complexities involved in big

data-mediated operations and analytics have been a long-standing challenge

and has been explored within a number of other research domains and

disciplines (e.g. Geospatial data [200], Economic data [173]). [280]
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1.2.1 The key characteristics and challenges of big data

To approach the challenges faced in dealing with big data research, it is useful

to understand the key characteristics that help identify the underlying nature

of big data. The etymology of big data has been altered often through the

decades. [91] [195] [216] However, in general, the core characteristics that

encapsulate the nature and behaviour of big data can be classified under

Volume, Velocity, Veracity, Variability and Value. [14]

Volume

’Volume’ is usually seen as the key identifier of big data. It is predicted that by

the year 2025 the global data-sphere will grow from 33 zeta-bytes in 2018 to 175

zeta-bytes. [276] The challenge here lies partly in the fact that the existing data

storage systems and network infrastructures must support and manage this

data growth, while still maintaining the availability and scalability of directly

attached storage (e.g. physical hard-drives) and networked storage (e.g. cloud

storage) structures. [159] [205]

The other challenge, particularly in relation to medical and healthcare data

lies in maintaining the privacy and security of patient data due to their highly

sensitive nature. [107] Therefore, any environment that is processing,

analysing or warehousing big data must employ measures to ensure the

protection of the data sources through suitable solutions such as

pseudo-anonymisation, advanced encryption algorithms etc. [19] [280]
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Velocity

Big data provides a significant advantage over traditional one-dimensional

analytics due to its multi-faceted nature. [248] [352] Data ’velocity’, is an

identifier of big data that addresses the accelerating pace at which data is

generated. This also includes the importance of efficient processing,

warehousing, and subsequent analysis of data points through data

management systems. Velocity of big data is also assessed based on a data

management systems ability to provide support functionalities such as critical

processing pipelines and real-time analytics. [35]

Variety

’Variety’ is another key consideration when dealing with healthcare big data.

Medical data is generated through a vast range of biomedical data sources.

Quantitative sources of medical data include gene arrays, image and sensory

data, laboratory tests, and medical notes. Qualitative sources of medical data

includes demographic and geo-locational data. One of the main challenges is

the successful linkage of heterogeneous medical data points during analysis.

Another challenge is optimal data warehousing for each data category due to

the often unstructured nature of this type of data. [192] [367]

Variability

’Variability’ of big data generally occurs due to changes in context or data

evolution. [352] A prime example would be the variability that occurs in
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clinical coding within hospital administrative records, as this presents a

challenge when attempting to compare datasets across different medical

facilitates and data archives. This could cause data loss due to a

misunderstanding of the medical notes when translated across different

platforms or languages. [277]

Veracity

Closely linked with variability, data ’veracity’ addresses the accuracy of big

data. Veracity is affected by the sometimes unreliable and uncontrolled nature

of data generation environments. Data accuracy can be impacted by batch

effects, missing data, topographical errors and cryptic abbreviations. [129]

[139] If errors are left uncorrected or minimised at the stage of data

pre-processing, these noisy and incomplete datasets can quickly become a

major issue at the analytical phase. This is due to the quality of the output

being a direct reflection of the data being fed into any analytical pipelines.

[52]

Value

Another defining characteristic of big data is its ’Value’. In healthcare,

accurate big data has the potential to massively reduce healthcare costs [177],

while poor quality or irrelevant big data can incur significant costs. [100]

[295] The true value of medical big data lies in its thorough and efficient

processing, warehousing and analysis in order to obtain useful and novel

analytical insights (Figure 1.3). [14]
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FIGURE 1.3: The key characteristics of big data also
coined the six V’s as adapted from [14]

In addition to these big data challenges when dealing with patient data it

is also important to ensure that all data is handled in adherence to the proper

regulatory needs of the countries where the data is generated, warehoused,

and processed. In the UK for example, this would include legal frameworks

such as the Data Protection Act (DPA) 2018, the EU General Data Protection
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Regulation (GDPR), and the Common Law Duty of Confidentiality (CLDC).

[201] [162] [75] Data protection legislations such as these ensure that the

collection and processing of all personal data is done in a fair, lawful and

transparent manner. [92]
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1.3 Complex systems

Historically the traditional approach to understanding biological systems has

often relied on reductionism. The reductionist approach to biological analysis

involves the dissection of larger systems into ’defined groupings’ and the

subsequent analysis of these groupings to understand the relationships

between each other. This ’bottom-up’ approach adopts the view that the

properties of the individual components explain the behaviour of the larger

biological system. [178] [275]

In biomedical sciences, emerging technologies such as next generation

sequencing [38], proteomics [22] etc. provide reductionist glimpses into the

genetic diversity and complexity of cellular systems within the human body.

[112] [132] [209]

These molecular biology-centric approaches were highly beneficial in

earlier medical research. However, with the advancement of biological

sciences, it has become evident that complex biological functions cannot be

understood solely by focusing on the modularity of individual molecular

components. In fact, it was quickly observed that each molecular component

was frequently responsible for multiple functionalities within biological

systems. [106] [275]

In the wake of the structural discovery of genetic materials and their

functionality, a discipline that attempts to examine biological systems as a

whole, instead of as constituent components has emerged. Systems biology

attempts to map the relationships and behaviours of genetic materials

through the use of computational modelling tools. [66] [182]
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It also utilises an iterative approach of modelling, prediction, and

experimentation to comprehend how biological systems evolve over time

under altering conditions. As such, systems biology advocates a systems-level

understanding (top-bottom) of biological organisms as opposed to the

’bottom-up’ approach of reductionism. To implement this methodology,

systems biology incorporates a variety of scientific disciplines including

genomics, bioinformatics, mathematics and computer science. [47] [178] [257]

1.3.1 Cancer and systems biology

Cancer is the generic term that is used to identify a large group of related yet

heterogeneous diseases, where normal cells within a particular part of the

body undergo aberrant growth and proliferation beyond normal boundaries.

These malignant tumours or neoplasms can invade adjacent parts of the body

and spread to other organs. This process known as metastasis is the leading

cause of deaths from cancer. [81]

There are scientific records that date cancer back to the prehistoric era

where scientists have found traces of bone tumours in animal fossils [97]

[289], as well as within texts belonging to ancient Greek and Egyptian

civilizations. [324] Cancer is often considered a modern disease and has

sometimes been defined as "the quintessential product of modernity". [21]

[108] [232]

Cancer is a genetic disease that can either be caused by inherited germline

mutations, or by somatic mutations. [339] For example, somatic mutations

can occur as a result of defective cell division and/or DNA damage repair
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due to the prolonged exposure to certain carcinogenic environmental factors.

[31] Carcinogenesis is a multi-step process where mutations arising in

’proto-oncogenes’ causes the production of ’oncogenes’, and the deactivation

of tumour suppressor genes, through a progressive series of pre-malignant

states. [141]

So far there are over 100 distinct types of cancer and tumour subtypes

described that can be found within specific organs of the human body. [80]

[239] As a result of the highly complex nature of this disease several

important questions can be posed to improve our understanding, such as

whether large and heterogeneous cancer associated gene sets can be linked to

small groups of regulatory circuits. [140] [141]

According to the World Health Organisation (WHO), cancer is the world’s

second leading cause of death under the category of ’non-communicable

diseases’; a category only eclipsed by cardiovascular diseases. [350] It is

estimated that about one in six deaths globally are due to cancer, with an

estimated 9.6 million deaths worldwide in 2018 alone. [348] However,

although data collected by the National Cancer Institute (NCI) over the past

40 years show an almost continuous increase in cancer incidence globally

across all cancer types, it is also worth noting that there has been a general

decrease in mortality rates recorded over the last 20 years. [238] [318]

Surgery to remove the malignant lesion is still considered the mainstay of

treatment for solid cancers. [297] [322] Additionally, continuous progress

made within the medical and pharmaceutical fields has provided many other

types of treatments that a patient will receive (often in conjunction with

surgery) depending on the type and stage of cancer they experience.
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Examples include radiation therapy [138], chemotherapy [187] [366],

immunotherapy [342], hormone therapy [64], and targeted therapy [28]. As

such, the decrease in cancer mortality rates can perhaps be ascribed in part to

these more effective drugs and therapeutic approaches. [225]

Yet even accounting for the reduction of the global rate of cancer mortalities

within the past couple of decades, epidemiological data shows that cancer is

still a significant global health problem as well as one of the major challenges

within the field of modern medicine due to its highly heterogeneous nature.

[108][125] [127]

This highlights the importance of continued research in personalised

oncology to design and optimise pathways for diagnosis, therapeutic

intervention, and prognosis of disease through the use of large multi-model

biomedical datasets. [357] However, as previously discussed multi-modal

data in biomedicine are often complex and difficult to interpret. Combining

these datasets with the advancements made within the technological

landscape opens up perfect opportunities to develop new software tools that

should offer a better promise for obtaining clinically meaningful data-driven

insights. [111] [334]
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1.4 Big data analytical models

Data analytics is the process of systematic transformation of data into

actionable insights through the application of various analytical pipelines.

However, analysing big data can present multiple challenges due to its

unique characteristics and diversity (Figure 1.4). Implementing analytical

pipelines designed for traditional one-dimensional approaches on biomedical

big data can lead to the loss of information and valuable clinical insights.

[316] [365]

FIGURE 1.4: Handling big data can present data analysts with challenges at each stage
of the data life cycle. [316]

A solution for this bottleneck is the use of ’combinatorial analytics’.

Combinatorial analytics utilises different analytical approaches aligned

together in succession to create pipelines that help generate in-depth and

multi-dimensional results. Within the non-biomedical big data sphere, these

approaches are often identified as descriptive, inquisitive, predictive,
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prescriptive and pre-emptive analytics. However, due to its unique nature,

when implementing these approaches within the healthcare sector they are

often reclassified as descriptive, diagnostic, predictive, prescriptive and

discovery analytics. [269] [316]

1.4.1 Descriptive analytics

Descriptive analytics is the oldest and the most widely used model of the four

healthcare analytical models. Historically, it has been implemented within

healthcare to classify and categorise structured data points based on past

events. It is mostly data driven and is often the first step in modern analytical

pipelines. [269]

Descriptive analytics involves describing the current state of events being

analysed using data summaries. These summaries are presented in a report

format that contain visualizations of the patterns and trends identified.

Descriptive statistical tools include histograms, heatmaps, charts, plots etc. A

typical use-case for descriptive analytics is the identification of drug effects

based on usage and the subsequent selection of patient groups who should be

targeted for clinical trials and treatments. [59] [260]
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1.4.2 Diagnostic analytics

Descriptive analytics are usually proceeded by diagnostic analytics.

Diagnostic analytics can provide extensive exploration into existing

information in order to try to identify causes and effects of events. A

combination of visualization tools as well as data mining technologies can be

used to help understand the nature of the problem and the underlying trigger

mechanisms. [269]

Based on the information gained through the descriptive analytical

pipelines to describe patterns, diagnostic analytics are used to identify data

anomalies and any confounding information on the event. Diagnostic

analytical pipelines would often implement multiple statistical methods such

as clustering and decision tree techniques, to identify correlations pertaining

to the anomalies detected. A typical use case for this type of approach would

be healthcare practitioners attempting to discover why certain patients go

through regular hospital readmission compared to others. [36] [180]

1.4.3 Predictive analytics

Unlike descriptive analytics that focuses on data, predictive analytics focus

on information. It involves statistical modelling and forecasting to predict the

probabilities of future events based on historical and current trends in the data.

[269]

As such, predictive analytics attempts to identify patterns and

relationships between data points using computational models such as
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regression, machine learning etc. [116] Some typical examples where

predictive analytics can be used includes determining the probability that a

patient may develop complications due to a drug dosage change, or to

tracking disease progression within a patient cohort. [188] [362]

1.4.4 Prescriptive analytics

A relatively new category, prescriptive analytics stems from the need for an

optimization method in the decision-making process. Generally, prescriptive

analytics are required when too many analytical options are available for

consideration at a decision point to effectively consider one analytical route.

[180][269]

Prescriptive analytics aim to optimise the decision-making process by

randomized testing and proposal of suitable actions based on subject-related

knowledge in addition to the data and information available. Statistical

techniques such as Monte-Carlo simulations and decision trees are often used

when developing prescriptive analytical models [269]

A typical use case is where it needs to be determined whether the harmful

side-effects of a drug treatment are more likely to outweigh the benefits

gained. In such situations prescriptive analytics allow practitioners to

compare multiple "what/if" scenarios before identifying the optimal solution.

[13] [360]
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1.4.5 Discovery analytics

Descriptive, diagnostic, predictive and prescriptive analytics are the original

analytical models used for analysing big data for healthcare. However, it is

worth mentioning that pre-emptive analytics, or discovery analytics have also

gained significant momentum in their popularity and usage in recent years.

[180][269]

Discovery analytics are often considered the next tier of data analytics, and

these utilise ’knowledge’ about information (i.e. wisdom) as opposed to data

or information. The purpose of discovery analytics is to discover previously

unknown facts on events such as novel diseases or medical conditions. This

type of analytical model often uses multiple computer simulations that allow

healthcare professionals to take precautionary actions against undesirable

influences upon public health incidents (e.g. epidemics), accelerated drug

discovery, and augmentation of clinical trials etc. [90] [185] [269]

As the insights gained through these different analytical models become

more relevant and valuable for information discovery and decision support

protocols, their design, development, and execution tend to become more

complex (Figure 1.5). [102]
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FIGURE 1.5: Descriptive, diagnostic, predictive, prescriptive and discovery
are the five main combinatorial data analytical models used in the modern
biomedical big data domain. There is a correlation between the value of
information extracted and the complexity of analytics preformed during each
step of an analytical pipeline using the five analytical approaches. [102] [316]

These algorithmically complex modules that are generally data and

compute intensive often require cross-pollination between differing

disciplines such as biomedical sciences, mathematics and computer sciences

for successful model implementation and integration. [32]
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1.5 Computational Biology and its impact on

biomedical sciences

As the data growth rate continues to rise, the increased availability of

biological big data facilitates new and improved avenues of study within

biomedical research. The large volume of data generated through sequencing

projects [25] [123] [279] has created a dependence by biological sciences on

analytical methodologies that implement algorithms and formulae. [310]

Big data analytics is both data and compute intensive, creating an urgent

need for more efficient algorithms and better analytical models. [358]

Recently, it has become commonplace that biomedical researchers rely more

upon computational sciences and integrative computational models to

analyse experimental observations for predictive inference of disease

prognosis and treatments. [311]

Within computational biology, bioinformatics can be defined as a scientific

subdiscipline that synergizes mathematics, computer science, biology and

information technology to analyse a variety of biological data. [310] This

approach normally spans across the entire life cycle of acquisition, storage,

processing, analysis, interpretation and visualization of biological data

through the use of computer software and statistical algorithms (Figure 1.6).

[128] [311]
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FIGURE 1.6: The key fields that make-up bioinformatics (left) and the different
aspects of bioinformatics study (inside pyramid) segregated based on hypothesis-

driven (bottom-up) and data-driven (top-down) research [128]

From a research point of view, bioinformatics covers multiple aspects of

study from hypothesis-driven research (predominantly knowledge based), to

data-driven. Some examples of these includes sequence analysis (e.g. SNP/

mutation calling), expression analytics (e.g. gene/transcript expression,

protein expression), image analysis (e.g. pattern recognition, visualization),

data management (e.g. data curation, database development, web-services),

and analytical software/tool development. [321]

In effect, knowledge-based analytics within the big data domain focuses

on extracting hidden patterns and relationships from experimental data for

hypothesis development. These knowledge-based methods would often

employ heuristics-based predictions and other NLP (Natural Language

Processing) algorithms. [258] [302]

In contrast, data-driven, or simulation-based analytics focuses on testing

the predictions obtained through in silico hypothesis testing. Simulated
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analytics compare detailed behaviours of computer-generated models with

experimental models. The models that survive the initial validation

procedure are then used to make predictions. These predictions are tested for

further validations through in vitro and in vivo experimental methods or used

to investigate questions that are not compatible with traditional experimental

investigations. [181] [203] [222]
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1.6 Data Integromics

Biological systems are highly dynamic and complex environments.

Consequently, biological models require a systems-level exploration of their

compound structures in order to obtain more holistic biological insights and

predictions of their underlying functionalities. [298] [310]

Hence, systems-level investigations require the use of multiple

mathematical and statistical models often assisted by computer simulations

in order to develop successful biomedical analytical pipelines. [181] In recent,

times multiomics-based bioinformatics has come to play a key role in systems

biology analytics. [272] However, the majority of analytics are based on an

intersection between knowledge-based modelling and omics-based

data-driven approaches. [128]

Integrative ’omics’ or integromics is an umbrella term for data integration

performed at the ’omics’ level. It attempts to identify variables that can aid in

the prediction of disease risks and the detailed mapping of complex biological

traits and phenotypes. [281] [296] Multiple sources of information pointing

towards the same direction should be less likely to incur false positives, since

the use of combined data as opposed to single-data points should allow for

better compensation when dealing with missing values or unreliable

information (Figure 1.7) [72] [340] .
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FIGURE 1.7: An example schema for an integromics analytical pipeline that begins
with collating different ’omics’ data types in order to predict clinical outcomes and

identify relevant targets for therapeutic interventions. [281] [296]

While each ’omics’ dataset is highly informative on their own, they are

unlikely to produce a complete biological model when considered in

isolation. [72] [281] By contrast, the integration of different ’omics’ data types

creates a cornucopia of information that offers exciting potential to tackle

long-standing questions. [144] Some examples of integromics include the

extrapolation of gene regulation mechanisms [99], understanding the

functions of genetic variations [151][217], mapping the functional features of

the genome by building complete catalogues of regulatory elements. [149]

[150]
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1.6.1 A landscape overview of data integromics tools

Currently there are several data mining and analytical tools that attempt

omics-based data integration at different levels of functionality and analysis.

Tools such as iCluster [306], integrOmic [54], WGCNA [196] and OnPLS [206]

provide a more hands-on analytical experience by allowing researchers more

controlled data analysis through in-depth customization of various

parameters and outputs. However, statistical libraries such as these also often

require a high level of programming expertise and therefore may not be a

viable option for all translational researchers. [312]

Analytical platform software both within the commercial and academic

landscapes generally requires little programming expertise as they tend to

run on a collection of pre-determined analytical tools and functions

(Table 1.1). These platforms allow their users to conduct analytics on public

or private datasets and they can also be equipped with data warehousing

capabilities. Such warehouses would use either off-line software or public

facing REST (Representational state transfer) APIs (Application Programming

Interfaces) to allow the querying of data repositories. [213][301]
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Platform Description

3Omics

A web-based tool for visualizing and analysing networks with
related experimental human datasets. Integrates multiple
inter- or intra- transcriptomic, proteomic, and metabolomic
human data, and provides five commonly used analytics
including correlation network, co-expression and GO
enrichment. [194]

Galaxy An open-source web tool for integrated ’omics’ analysis.
Users interact with Galaxy by uploading and analysing their
data through the Galaxy web API. [4]

MONGKIE
An open-source tool that performs integrative analytics
on multi-omics data such as gene expression, somatic
mutations and copy number variations in the context of
biological networks. [169]

IPA
A tool developed by QIAGEN and is a web-based licensed
software application. IPA enables the analysis and
integration of gene expression, miRNA, SNP microarray,
metabolomics, proteomics and RNAseq experiments. [265]

REMBRANT

A web-based clinical genomics database and a data mining
and analytical platform built around the REMBRANT
repository. The platform can be used to analyse the in-house
datasets coupled with additional data from other internal
and external databases. [210]

ARIA

A commercial solution provided by SevenBridges. The
platform is designed to provide data exploration and
querying. It is browser-based and cloud-enabled and is
layered on top of the Seven Bridges Platform to enable
additional functionalities such as data security. [303]

KEGG

A database resource that can be used to understand the
high-level functionalities and utilities of biological systems.
It consists of eighteen databases and acts as a reference
knowledgebase for linking genomics to biological systems
through its varied in-house data resources. [175]

TABLE 1.1: A few examples of the more widely used ’omics’ analytical platforms
(contd).
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Platform Description

Cbioportal

An open-source software tool designed for the analysis of
multidimensional cancer genomics data sets. Currently the
portal houses datasets from 10 published cancer studies
which includes DNA copy-number alterations, mRNA and
MicroRNA expression, somatic mutations and DNA
methylation. The portal provides graphical summaries of
data from the different in-house platforms as well as some
external sources. [56] [117]

HealthSuite A commercial cloud-based analytical platform provided by
Philips. It is designed to analyse clinical and other data
types generated through multiple devices and sources. [259]

PICan

A web-based solution for clinical and genomic data
management in molecular tissue pathology. Developed as
a first-pass system in integromics. It contains data
representing eight cancer types together with patient
pathological diagnosis and clinical outcome data. [218]

G-DOC A data integration and bioinformatics platform. Holds
data from over 10,000 patients selected from private
and public data sources. [41]

NCBI NBCI provides access to a large collection of online
resources for biological information and data including
a suite of varied data analytical tools.[235]

TMA Navigator
An open access web application built with a suite of
tools for working with tissue microarray data. These
include network inference, patient stratification and
survival analysis on TMA data. [208]

IGV A desktop tool for NGS data analytics and
visualisations. Users can load data from local or remote
sources including cloud-based resources. [283]

TABLE 1.1: A few examples of the more widely used ’omics’ analytical platforms.
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Furthermore, based on the design, analytical platforms and their tools can

be desktop (off-line), cloud-based (on-line) or hybrid environments. This

allows users to conduct analysis on both on-site and/or cloud stored public

and private datasets simultaneously through desktop and browser-based

applications (Table 1.2). [250] [271]
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TABLE 1.2: A summarised overview of the main differences between the On-premise,
Cloud-based and Hybrid application frameworks. [250] [271]
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1.7 Aims of study

Integromics analytics have proven to be highly effective in conducting

systems biology-based analytics as they provide a more holistic

understanding of the underlying biological functions and disease

phenotypes. [84] [338] However, integrating different types of ’omics’ data

presents its own set of challenges and often requires an arsenal of bespoke

tools and methodologies implemented at different stages throughout the

analytical life cycle. [189]

At present there are several integromics driven libraries, tools and

frameworks that attempt to conduct successful multi-modal data

amalgamation. [4] [56] [312] Yet, while some of these tools are not designed to

accommodate big data, others only provide a fixed set of pipelines and

analytical methods for analysing, processing and interpreting the different

’omics’ data modalities available. Furthermore, as research objectives within

the biomedical domain often expands from targeted analytics to exploratory

research cross-linking several biomedical and non-biomedical fields, a

successful analytical framework should also have the capability to support

multiple user persona ranging from bioinformaticians and data scientists

with high levels of computational expertise, to other translational researches

with varying levels of computational expertise.

This clearly highlights the need for an analytical framework that can not

only drive discovery and support reproducible analytics among translational

researchers, but also cater to the continued analytical evolution within current

big data mediated healthcare research.
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This study aims to develop a new analytical framework for integrative

healthcare data analysis that is designed for handling big data challenges

with greater flexibility and scalability while supporting and democratising

specialised tool and technologies across translational researchers. Chapter

two aims to design and develop the planned analytical framework while

Chapter three aims to test the functionality of the analytical framework by

replicating key findings observed on a published Colorectal cancer dataset.

Chapter four aims to expand the functionality of the framework by

incorporating artificial intelligence-based analytics, and the final chapter

(Chapter five) provides a summary of the thesis findings and a discussion on

the future research directions.
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Chapter 2

CIRAFm: Cancer Integromics

Research Application Framework

2.1 Introduction

The earliest known records in human anatomy date as far back as the 3rd

century BC where early scholars such as Hippocrates, the father of medicine,

made investigations. Later, Leonardo Da Vinci and anatomists such as

Andreas Vesalius dedicated years of study into understanding the mechanics

and functionality of the human body. [70][336] Biological sciences have

advanced significantly since the renaissance and are now investigated at a

molecular level. Modern researchers are still driven by an equally high level

of exploratory enthusiasm towards understanding the underlying mechanics

of the human body and pathologies. [164] [319]

Currently there is a high volume of heterogeneous biomedical data

generated and accumulated at ever increasing speed. [58] These large data

repositories often offer unexplored potential into discovering hidden
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patterns, correlations and other novel and useful insights. [3] [320] Systems

biology, a field that is directly linked to precision medicine is a prime example

of how these accumulated data can be especially relevant to improving

healthcare. [10]

Contrary to the traditional method of investigation of individual genes

and proteins, systems biology focuses on all elements within a functional

biological system, including their relationships and behaviours with the

system as a whole. [112] As a consequence, modern biomedical research

benefits from shifting away from ’silo-based’ analysis where each data type is

analysed in isolation. In contrast, it is moving towards integrative analyses,

where multiple ’omics’ datasets are investigated together for a more holistic

overview of the system (see Chapter 1). [163]

Integrative analysis is especially beneficial in identifying new targets to

combat complex disease, with cancer being the oft cited exemplar. [77] [179]

According to the World Health Organisation (WHO), cancer is currently the

second leading global cause of mortality with roughly one in six deaths being

directly attributed to it. [349] Studies conducted by Cancer Research UK

(CRUK) between 2015 and 2017, recorded around 367,000 new cancer

incidences in UK every year, which is around 1,000 new cases being

diagnosed every day. [79]

The complexity in understanding and treating cancer lies within its

multi-factorial nature. It is a disease that initiates due to molecular

aberrations in the germ line and/or at the somatic level. It can also be seen as

a pathological system that exhibits multiple trigger mechanisms and

symptoms. [141] As such, focusing on just one factor or data type while
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attempting to construct analytical pipelines to elucidate disease mechanisms

would be insufficient. Such one-dimensional approaches would lead to

information loss preventing the development of holistic disease models at the

molecular level. [96] [145]

By integrating multiple ’omics’ data types one can construct a broad

inventory of inherited and acquired mutations as well as the associated

functional outcomes with respect to various disease phenotypes. [53] [356]

This information for example, can later be used to evaluate the metastatic

potential of a tumour and provide valuable insights when prescribing patient

treatments. Therefore, multi-omics-based integrative analytics can both

inform decision-making and accelerate discovery potential within the field of

medicine. [214]

Integrative multiomics often relies upon sophisticated statistical and

mathematical modelling and generally requires specialist data analytical tools

and information. [189] Additionally, working with big data also requires a

variety of technologies and techniques including mathematics, computer

science, and statistics to successfully capture, curate, analyse and visualize

relevant analytical findings. [95] [234]

Within the past decade, significant progress has been made within the

fields of information technology and computer science. [23] This has brought

forth a multitude of new technological advancements in areas such as

database services, server-less architectures that are designed to manage and

manipulate big data arising from differing platforms.[62] [271] Furthermore,

researchers within translational fields such as computational biology and

bioinformatics have been developing various computational tools and
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statistical libraries that are designed to integrate, analyse and validate

multi-modal biomedical data (see Chapter 1). [4] [41] [117] [196]

Often big data analytical software tools and platforms are built as one-size-

fits-all models with pre-built analytical pipelines and functions and limited

exploratory analytical opportunities. The multiple statistical languages and

programming libraries available for multi-omics big data manipulation often

require programming expertise for successful adoption. [267] [288] Therefore,

there is a need for the development of new analytical platforms that are both

flexible and user-friendly to translational researchers with varying skill levels.

This project aims to address these shortcomings in healthcare data

analytics. The objective is to develop a software framework that is easily

adaptable for translational researchers and functionally scalable and

customisable for modern exploratory analytical methods. The framework

should have data warehousing capabilities as well as interactive data analysis

and visualization tools that use mainstream data analytical libraries and

programming languages within a no-code environment. The design and

methods implemented to develop the proposed analytical framework

CIRAFm (Cancer Integromics Research Application Framework) are

described and discussed.
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2.2 Approach

The functional design of CIRAFm was planned around the key factors of

technical convergence and computational cost of the software solution.

Technological convergence of a system is measured by a system’s ability to

allow different technologies to interoperate through the different layers of

abstraction in the system. [30] [93]

When designing CIRAFm, the three main considerations were under

storage, compute, and network (Figure 2.1). Storage was addressed for the

different types of data (e.g. transcriptomic data, patient clinical profiles,

digital tissue images etc.), the location of the data repositories (e.g. in-house,

cloud-based etc.), and the volume of the data to be handled by CIRAFm.

Compute and networking resources which are linked to computational cost

were examined under speed and availability of the resources that influence

computational performance (e.g. RAM, GPUs, physical servers, network

speed) as well as the level of analytical functionality (e.g. features of the

bioinformatic tools, complexity of the statistical algorithms) required within

the framework.
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FIGURE 2.1: Technical convergence
and computational cost were taken into
consideration under the attributes of
storage, compute, and network when

creating the designs for CIRAFm.

In line with the cost and convergence factors, the first step of designing

CIRAFm was to explore and identify the essential components and

technologies for developing the analytical environment.
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2.2.1 Data representation within an integrative analytical

environment

Integrative analysis of biomedical data requires the amalgamation of multiple

data sources such as images, clinical notes, genomics, treatments within

analytical pipelines. This diversity of records along with the large data

volume is technically challenging to work with. Hence the modernisation of

data management infrastructure is a vital priority within the biomedical

domain. [309] [328]

For example, data might be stored non-digitally or outside a data

management system (e.g. spreadsheets, text files). Such data might require

the user to locate and update the data manually, thereby introducing

high-levels of complexity upon data updates or changes. By contrast, data

storage in a database centres around implementing and maintaining data

structures and is designed to efficiently provide a logical view of related data

points. Modern databases are managed by database management systems

(DBMS) which are a collection of software programs designed to create,

maintain, and control databases at the user level. [243] [247]

At present there are several different types of database models that

broadly fall under the categorises of SQL (Structured Query Language) and

NoSQL (Not only Structured Query Language). Each database model is

designed to handle specific data structures. Regardless of the database model,

there are several key benefits to using a database approach within an

information system such as data re-usability, availability, scalability, and

integrity and security (Table 2.1 and Figure 2.2). [73] [183] [247] [347]
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TABLE 2.1: The key benefits of using a database approach for data management within
a software framework. [73] [183] [247] [347]
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FIGURE 2.2: An overview of data re-usability, availability, scalability,
and integrity and security features available within a database

system [73] [183] [247] [347].

It is also important to understand the type of data that will be handled by

the database models prior to selecting a specific model as it plays a key role in

the overall performance and flexibility of the final system. In general, all data

types can be divided into one of three categories: structured, unstructured or

semi-structured (Figure 2.3). [34] [103]
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FIGURE 2.3: The key difference between Structured vs. Unstructured/Semi-
structured data at a glance, where structured data follows a strict searchable format

and unstructured or semi-structured data follows a more relaxed ad-hoc format.

Structured comprises quantitative data and is recorded and stored in a

searchable format. As a result of their strict formatting, the storage,

organization, and extraction of structured data is typically straight forward.

Consequently, it is common practice to design and implement a database

schema to handle structured data. Enforced through a Database Management

System (DBMS), the schema should be that all data points follow the

constraints placed within its structure. [29] [34]

By contrast, unstructured data which falls under qualitative data is

generally gathered in an ad-hoc manner, without prior knowledge of how the

data will be stored or managed later. This data does not follow a fixed-format

and is not structured via schemas or pre-defied data models. As a

consequence, data organisation, storage and extraction of unstructured data is

not as intuitive and straightforward as structured data. [29] [103].
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Semi-structured data, also referred to as self-describing data, is a hybrid of

structured and unstructured data elements. Semi-structured data still

maintains a level of internal tags and markings that can be used to separately

identify each data element. Not all semi-structured data will share the same

structure. Some of the data attributes might be shared among various data

entities, while others may exist only within a few of the data entities. As a

result, semi-structured data does not generally have a preferred schema

construct (i.e. attribute names, relationships, entity types etc.) as this

information tends to be mixed in with the data, and each data object can

contain additional data attributes that were not known in advance (Table 2.2).

[1] [103]
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TABLE 2.2: An overview of the properties of Structured and Unstructured or Semi-
structured data in-relation to the key characteristics, data querying, generation,

storage and management. [1] [29] [103]
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2.2.2 Selecting the database model

Database query languages are high level programming languages that are

designed to access and query the data within a database. At present there are

two main groups of database query languages, SQL and NoSQL (Table 2.3

and Figure 1.1). [85] [193]

Created in the 1970’s within the IBM research laboratories, SQL, was the

first mainstream database query language. It was designed to be used with

the relational database model defined by E. F Codd and later became the

standard query language for relational database systems. [71] SQL or

relational database systems are made up of collections of related tables (i.e.

entities) where each table consists of data rows and columns. Each column of

a relational database corresponds to a data attribute (e.g. Patient Name,

Gender etc.) while each row intersecting a column corresponds to the

attribute value for that column (e.g. Jon Doe, 25 etc.). [85]

Relational databases follow strict database schemas, whereby row values

within a column must adhere to the same data format, while each column

must adhere to a pre-defined range of values known as an ’attribute domain’.

Each table within a relational model contains an attribute or a set of attributes

(i.e. primary key, foreign keys). These attributes uniquely identify each row of

data within a table and define the relationships between different tables within

the same database structure. As a result, SQL database models are seen as an

ideal candidate for handling tabular or structured data. [71] [74] [183]
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TABLE 2.3: A summarised overview of the characteristics of SQL and NoSQL database
models. [71][85] [193] [294]
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FIGURE 2.4: A structural overview of the widely used SQL and NoSQL databases.
[85] [294]

Structured data cover a considerable segment of the biomedical data.

However, recent studies have shown that an increasing amount of the

modern biomedical big data is dominated by unstructured or semi-structured

data. [5] [116] The fixed schemas of SQL databases perform poorly when

handling unstructured or semi-structured data. Moreover, they often do not

scale well with rapid growth of data, and data manipulation can become
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more complicated as the relationships between data entities become less

straightforward. [88] [143] [207] [346]

By contrast, NoSQL databases are mostly non-relational database models.

They are designed to handle semi-structured data and accommodate a wide

variety of data models including key-value stores, document models,

wide-column stores and graph databases (Table 2.4). NoSQL database models

offer greater flexibility and scalability in comparison to traditional SQL

database systems. For example, NoSQL database systems are schema

agnostic and are thus better equipped at managing changes to data or

structure with minimum down time. Additionally, NoSQL databases tend to

support horizontal scaling that makes them a better option when handling

semi-structured big data collections. [193] [294]

TABLE 2.4: A summarised overview of the widely used NoSQL database models with
examples. [11][16][17] [18] [161] [193][229] [236] [273] [294]
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Despite the clear advantages such as greater flexibility and scalability in

comparison to SQL databases, NoSQL databases nevertheless have difficulty

maintaining data consistency, security, and standardisation of data querying

languages. Furthermore, while NoSQL database systems hold a significant

advantage over SQL database systems when handling unstructured or semi-

structured data they are not a replacement for SQL databases when handling

structured data collections. [86] [114] [211] [228]

Taking all findings into consideration it was concluded that the optimal

data representation model for CIRAFm’s analytical framework would be a

hybrid database environment that provides access to both SQL and NoSQL

database management systems.
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2.2.3 Designing the analytical environment

The goal of CIRAFm is to provide a user-friendly environment to

translational researchers for conducting reproducible integrative analysis on

multiple data types. The analytical environment design was explored

considering the database layer, statistical environment, user/software

interface, and connection layers (Figure 2.5).

FIGURE 2.5: A high-level overview of the initial
design plan of CIRAFm with the key components

of database, statistical, UI and connection layers.
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a) The statistical environment.

Conducting integrative analysis on multi-level datasets is a complex

process that requires multiple statistical algorithms. [189] The statistical

environment of an integromics framework should therefore provide and

maintain an assortment of tools for grouping complex information and

running analytical pipelines using techniques such as supervised

learning, image analysis, machine learning etc. [202]

b) The user/software interface.

Another important aspect is the graphical user interfaces (GUIs). The

GUIs of an analytical framework is ’where’ and ’how’ the users will see

and interact with the data curated and analysed by the statistical

environment. GUI design is a subset of the field of human-computer

interaction (HCI) and involves the study, planning, and design of user

interfaces to satisfy user requirements in the most effective manner.

[308] [331]

In general, a user-interface (UI) can be divided into two main

components; ’input’ and ’output’. [331] ’Input’, in the case of CIRAFm

would be either the data queried from the database layer, or additional

parameters fed through to the analytical environment or other data

layers (e.g. data security layers). The ’output’ is the product obtained at

the end of a process or an analytical pipeline, and can be represented in

either static or interactive graphical forms, text, numbers, or symbols

etc.

c) The connection layers.
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The final components are the connection layers of the analytical

framework. The database, statistical, UI layers represent different type

of software architectures and functions to each other and require

adapter programs (i.e. connection layers) for making meaningful

connections among each other.

In CIRAFm the connection layers provide communication links between

the database system, statistical environment and the UI layers mainly

through program drivers and libraries. In addition, these layers are also

often responsible for maintaining the data security and session

information between operations in order to maintain system consistency

and a seamless user experience.
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2.3 Methods

An agile software development life-cycle model (ASDLC) [37] [226] was

adopted to cater for the frequent design/development changes of CIRAFm.

Each iteration of the ASDLC was divided into six stages beginning from

requirement gathering followed by analysing and planning, designing,

developing, testing, and finally reviewing and evaluating the resulting

solution prior to the start of the next cycle (Figure 2.6).

FIGURE 2.6: An overview of the Agile Software
Development Life-cycle (ASDLC) that was followed
through the framework design/development process. Six

steps were followed through for every iteration.
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a) Requirement gathering.

This involved the collection of requirements and desired features at the

beginning of each cycle. For the initial iteration, this step was

accomplished by conducting a literature review of the current analytical

landscape for big data within biomedical sciences (see Chapter 1). In the

subsequent iterations, this step was influenced by the findings of the

’Review and Evaluate’ stage of the previous iteration cycle.

b) Analysing and Planning the Prototype.

In this step, the findings of the last step were analysed to identify and

prioritise the feature developments for the current development cycle.

c) Designing the Prototype.

The prototype design generally consisted of either the creation of a new

prototype design (the initial development cycle) or the amendment of

the existing design (subsequent development cycles) based on the

requirements and features identified and prioritised within the previous

steps.

d) Developing the Prototype.

This step involved the actualisation of the design prototype by building

the planned feature requests.

e) Testing the Prototype.

Once the development for each iteration was complete, the functionality

of the current prototype was tested to ensure that all features included in

the prototype design had been successfully implemented.
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f) Reviewing and Evaluating the Prototype.

The ’Review and Evaluate’ stage was the closing step of each iteration of

the agile cycles. During this step the prototype was examined to

identify the advantages and drawbacks of the current prototype (e.g.

technology stack). The findings identified at this stage were fed through

to the ’Requirements gathering’ stage of the next development cycle (i.e.

new agile iteration).
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2.3.1 The Agile cycles

An initial design architecture with a proposed technology stack was decided

upon based on the preliminary feature requirements (Figure 2.7).

FIGURE 2.7: The initial design plan for CIRAFm. Shown in the
figure above is the layout of the framework was divided into 3
main tiers, each of which were proposed technology stack that to

be implemented and tested.

Based on the proposed structure multiple prototypes were built and tested

during seven agile iterations. At the end of each iteration the prototype was

evaluated to identify bottlenecks in data retrieval between layers, data

visualisations, and programming cost per operation etc. which were fed

through as design requirements for the next iteration (see Table 2.5,

Figures 2.8, 2.9, 2.10).
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TABLE 2.5: The table shows the summarised descriptions of the CIRAFm prototype
during each of the seven agile iterations.
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TABLE 2.5: The table shows the summarised descriptions of the CIRAFm prototype
during each of the seven agile iterations. (continued).
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FIGURE 2.8: Schematic diagrams of the first (1), second (2), third (3),
forth (4) and fifth (5) prototype iterations of CIRAFm.
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FIGURE 2.9: Schematic diagram of the sixth prototype
iteration of CIRAFm.
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FIGURE 2.10: Schematic diagram of the seventh prototype ( i.e. the current version)
of CIRAFm.
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2.4 Results and Discussion

CIRAFm is a browser-based integrative analytical framework for biomedical

big data. It is designed to support an Angular 5 front-end and an ExpressJS

back-end, and is hosted within a Node.js environment (Figure 2.10). The

main features of CIRAFm can be examined under categories of application

environment, statistical environment and, security.

2.4.1 Application environment

CIRAFm is designed to follow a loosely coupled, highly cohesive software

environment. Its unique architecture allows CIRAFm to host analytical

applications and tools designed using multiple statistical environments. This

is done through its ’Application Module’ component which emulates an ’App

store’ like environment.

The architecture supports polyglot persistence within its database layer

facilitating both SQL and NoSQL database instances for data warehousing

and retrieval. Additionally, the REST API of CIRAFm enables it to operate in

the same manner as a plug-and-play software. This eliminates the need to

understand the underlying programming structures or requirements when

using the framework.
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2.4.2 Statistical environment

CIRAFm’s front-end is divided into multiple components termed ’Hubs’ and

’Portals’. Each Hub is designed to map onto a specific branch of research such

as CRC, Prostate cancer etc. Each Hub is capable of hosting one or more Portals

which are subdomains linked to the main research branch represented by the

Hub. These could be based on individual research groups or datasets being

analysed. Each Portal is assigned to a group of users and can be populated

via the Application Module with analytical tools and applications specific for

their research needs (Figure 2.11).

FIGURE 2.11: A schematic of how CIRAFm’s current modular architecture that uses
interchangeable modules to maintain high cohesion and loose coupling between the

application module and the core framework.
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While the statistical applications (’Apps’) reside within the Application

Module, they are not affixed onto the structural framework of CIRAFm.

Instead these are lightweight, customizable and interchangeable between the

Hubs and Portals. This allows users to easily attach or detach Hubs, Portals,

or Apps to the main framework based on research needs without making

changes to the underlying architecture codebase(Figure 2.12).

FIGURE 2.12: CIRAFm GUI showing the landing layout (top left), Hubs (bottom left)
and a Portal instance populated with analytical applications (middle right).

Each App within the App Module provides real-time interactive analytics.

They also support interactive data visualisations of result outputs which

subsequently can be used for deep-diving into specific areas of interest.
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CIRAFm’s interactive analytics and visualisations can help researchers

detect underlying patterns, trends, and variations within the datasets that

otherwise would have been missed by traditional static analytics.

Furthermore, it encourages data exploration beyond the formal hypothesis

generation. For example, the interactive visual results enable users to pose

multiple questions for each research output, and breakdown responses to

specific questions, by a simple button click or selection of the dynamic data

filtering and cut-off options. (Figure 2.13).
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FIGURE 2.13: The image showcase example instances of the interactive GUIs available
within CIRAFm’s analytical applications.

In addition to interactive analytics, CIRAFm also supports collaborative

analytics among researchers within the same Portal group. Through this

feature, users logged onto CIRAFm from different geographical locations or
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computational environments can connect and conduct analytics or interpret

results in real-time (Figure 2.14).

FIGURE 2.14: CIRAFm collaborative analytical tools can be used in real-time by users
from across different physical locations and computing infrastructures.
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2.4.3 Security

A user role-based permission structure is implemented within the App

Module. This allows CIRAFm to provide greater control over data and

analytical operations to its users through a layered approach. CIRAFm

supports four main user groups (’SUPER’, ’ADMIN’, ’DEV’, ’USER’) each

segregated based on their roles (Figure 2.15).
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FIGURE 2.15: The four user roles ’SUPER’, ’ADMIN’, ’DEV’, and ’USER’ currently
implemented within CIRAFm’s security structure and their functionality.
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The SUPER users are the framework architects and developers. They have

complete control of the framework and are able to add and remove users,

create new user roles, and create new Hubs and Portals on the App Module.

ADMIN users are mapped to a specific Hub and have permissions to add,

remove, or restrict the DEV or USER groups aligned to their Hubs and

respective Portals. The DEV users who can be added to the system by either

the SUPER or ADMIN users have access to develop, upload, or customise the

analytical applications run within the Portals. The group USER is designed to

only have analytical access to applications and tools within a particular Hub

or Portal. These roles can be assigned by either a SUPER or ADMIN user of

the framework. In addition to the role-based permission structures

implemented within the Application Module, CIRAFm also supports an

encryption-based authentication system to verify all users who login to the

framework.

With these features, CIRAFm opens up a wide range of applications and

opportunities within biomedical research. Its unique architecture coupled

with the real-time interactive analytical capabilities and data visualisations

provides an in-depth, yet safe and controlled analytical environment for

translational researchers. CIRAFm presents them the opportunity to glean

novel insights from biomedical data, reproduce previous analytics, share

findings and collaborate with peers in real-time, as well as develop and share

new analytical tools within a unified, no-code and portable analytical

environment.
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Chapter 3

The validation of CIRAFm’s

functionality.

3.1 Introduction

’Omics’ technologies utilise high-throughput tools to gain comprehensive

characterisation and simultaneous measurement of molecules within a

biological sample. [72]. Consequently, the volume and complexity of

multi-omics data available for biomedical research has undergone significant

growth each year. [105]

As a result, ’omics’ technologies have been used to pioneer research

endeavours within the field of personalised medicine. [53] However, as

discussed in previous chapters, exploring data from these technologies

individually can fail to capture the complex biology of most human disease.

(See Chapter 1 and Chapter 2) [355]

Driving discovery within precision healthcare requires insights on many
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different levels from descriptive analytics scaling up to complicated efforts

applying artificial intelligence. [166] [304] The challenge that this creates is

firmly placed with the end user, depending on their skill level and the data at

hand. The use of an ecosystem where data can persist and be manipulated

through no-code environments to drive analytical insights have shown

promise academically through platforms such as PICAN, REMBRANDT,

Betastasis etc. (See Chapter 1) These platforms have showed a clear evolution

in research objectives by expanding access of digital analytics to translational

researchers from varying domains; a skill set that had previously resided

firmly with bioinformaticans and statisticians. [210] [218] [327]

In the commercial world, Roche have developed Navify which acts as a

decision support portfolio. It pulls together resolved data points to create a

consensus understanding of the key drivers in a patient digital profile to

assist in decision-making and identifying potential treatment indications.

Such systems along with other established commercial tools and software

such as Partek or CLC genomics workbench have further highlighted the

importance and promise of combined digital analytics of biomedical data.

[255] [266] [284] Furthermore, both the academic and commercial solutions

have also demonstrated that ’platform-as-a-service’ models may be better

suited at driving big data analysis within the digital era.

However, currently missing in this domain is a unified platform that can

not only warehouse and blend data from typically isolated healthcare

domains, but also have the capacity to quickly adopt and expand to support a

collection of evolving EDA tools and technologies in a format that is easily

customisable and accessible to suit translational biomedical researchers from
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varying backgrounds and skill sets. CIRAFm was designed with the aim of

alleviating these bottlenecks by providing functionality to seamlessly

warehouse, analyse, interactively visualise, and collaboratively interpret

biomedical data in real-time within a no-code, secure environment that also

promotes discovery through the quick adaptation and democratisation of

novel and up-coming analytical techniques.

Consequently, the aim of this chapter was to showcase the analytical

promise of CIRAFm by replicating a selection of published colorectal cancer

(CRC) bioinformatics findings. The objective here was to demonstrate how

CIRAFm supports result reproducibility and dynamic data analytics at

accelerated turnaround times.

Colorectal Cancer

CRC also known as bowel cancer is the third most commonly diagnosed

malignancy worldwide, and the second most common cause of cancer

mortalities in the UK, accounting for around 10%. [78] [354].

The majority of CRC cases begin as a growth (i.e. polyp) on the inner

lining of the colon or the rectum. Some types of these polyps (e.g. adenomas)

can transform into cancer over a period of time (Figure 3.1). Currently, it is

reported that CRC of the adenocarcinoma group makes up around 96% of

CRC related deaths. Other less common bowel cancer types include carcinoid

tumours, gastrointestinal stomal tumours (GISTs), lymphomas and sarcomas.

[12]
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FIGURE 3.1: A high-level overview of the different stages of
Colorectal Cancer from stage zero where it hasn’t grown beyond the
mucosa, to stage four where the cancer has metastasised to one or

more distant sites such as the liver or the lungs [12].

CRC is largely attributed to modifiable environmental risk factors that are

characteristic of Western lifestyles such as obesity, poor diets, alcohol

consumption, and smoking. As such it is generally considered a clear marker

of epidemiological and nutritional transition in populations (Figure 3.2). [87]
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FIGURE 3.2: The most common modifiable and non-modifiable (i.e. hereditary or
other) risk factors related to colorectal cancer incidences [20] [87].

Subsequently, the burden of CRC incidence has seen a shift towards

medium-to-high HDI (Human Development Index) countries as they

undergo rapid socio-economic changes. [44] [46] [55] Additionally, increasing

rates of CRC incidence has also been observed in young adults in Europe over

the past 25 years. [78] [341]. Consequently, it is predicted that the global

burden of CRC will increase by 60% with 1.1 million predicted CRC

mortalities by 2030. [109] However, while genetic, lifestyle and environmental

factors may have some correlation with the increasing CRC incidence rates,

the majority are sporadic with approximately three-quarters of patients

having no family history. [87]

To further delineate the key drivers within CRC, considerable efforts have

been made in analysing large cohorts to further stratify sub-groups that offer
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more personalised treatment strategies. This work has identified four

consensus molecular subtypes (CMS) based on gene expression profiles [136]

as well as the CRC intrinsic subtypes (CRIS) [165]. CMS and CRIS are

currently the most widely used CRC classification types for patient

stratification in molecularly guided clinical trials. [7] [98] [244]

New treatments for primary and metastatic CRC includes laparoscopic

surgery, radio therapy, and neoadjuvant and palliative chemotherapy. [148]

[158] [254] [357] However, in spite of the advancements in surgical and

medical therapies, the overall long-term survival rates of CRC patients have

not seen a significant change over the past decades. [179][191] Therefore, it is

clear that CRC research still requires concentrated effort to further

understand the disease, identify new therapies, develop biomarkers for

diagnostic tests and improve CRC disease classification in order to implement

better treatment options tailored to specific patient sub-groups based on their

molecular profiles.
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3.2 Approach and Methods

CIRAFm is a browser-based REST framework that was designed to

warehouse, manage and integratively analyse biomedical big data to aid

biomarker discovery in cancer research.

The front-end of CIRAFm is divided into multiple components (i.e. Hubs).

Each Hub is designed to support a particular research category (e.g: CRC,

prostate cancer, glioma etc.). Users belonging to a Hub can either host or be

linked to multiple sub-domain workspaces (i.e. Portals) based on for

example, the specific research groups working together or datasets being

analysed. The analytical applications of CIRAFm reside within the ’App

Module’ which is similar to an App-store and they can be assigned to one or

multiple Portals to suit research requirements.

In order to demonstrate the multifaceted functionality of CIRAFm, a new

Portal (ColoCAN) (Figure 3.3) was initiated within the CRC Hub. This was

linked to a published CRC data cohort consisting of patients with stage II and

stage III disease collected from European centres with the aim of replicating

some of the key findings derived using this dataset by Allen et al. [8] The

CRC dataset contained 156 transcriptomic profiles along with matched clinical

and pathological data as well as TMA (Tissue Microarray) images. The TMA

images contained three cores each from central tumour (TB), invasive front

(IF), tumour-adjacent-stroma-rich (SR) and three cores of normal colonic tissue

where available.
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FIGURE 3.3: The ColoCAN Portal was initiated within the CRC Hub of CIRAFm to
support the analysis of a published CRC dataset. The GUI here shows a list of apps
that were added to the Portal from the App Module to facilitate the data analysis and

functionality testing.
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Next, the ColoCAN Portal was populated with a collection of analytical

applications (i.e. Apps ) from the App Module, chosen to represent

un-supervised, semi-supervised and TMA based analytical options. These

were developed using R [268], Python 3 [287] and Angular 5 [167]. The Apps

was designed to take advantage of several widely used analytical libraries

such as limma (version 4.0) [282], plyr (version 1.8.6) [351], affy (version

1.50.0) [119], made4 (version 1.64.0) [82], genefilter (version 1.72.1) [121],

NumPy (version 1.20.0) [142] for data analysis.

All applications on ColoCAN were equipped with real-time interactive

functionality options for their data visualisations such as region of interest

selection, zoom, hover, screen grab and download, dynamic data filters and

input options, mouse clicks showing further data breakdowns etc. The

visualisations were implemented through the use of multiple programming

libraries including Bokeh (version 2.3.0) [43], Matplotlib (version 3.3.4) [157],

Plotly [261], heatmaply (version 1.2.1) [115], R Shiny (version 1.6.0) [290],

Vanilla JavaScript [262], JQuery (version 3.6.0) [246], D3js [45] and P5.js [219]

(Figure 3.4).
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FIGURE 3.4: The ColoCAN portal was populated with multiple Apps to facilitate
modern data integration across a single CRC cohort. These included Apps to for
example, obtain data correlations and mappings ((A), (B)), conduct gene expression
analysis ((C)), conduct PCA ((D)), and support TMA-based analysis ((E)). All Apps
were equipped with real-time interactive functionalities that supported further
analyse of data points of interest. These included for example, hover and zoom
functions within the visualisations, dynamic scales and drop-downs supporting real-
time selection of different data filters, mouse clicks showing further data breakdowns,

screen grab and download visualisations etc.
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The un-supervised analytical applications included tools for conducting

principal component analysis (PCA), rendering interactive heatmaps with

hierarchical clustering as well as plotting histograms and box plots for

observing the data distribution during data quality control (QC).

The semi-supervised analytical applications included functions for

conducting differential gene expression, gene-based analysis using gene

signatures of interest, obtaining CRIS/CMS [136][165] data mappings and

comparisons, and generating interactive scatter plots to observe the

distribution of TMA CD3/CD8 protein scores.

Finally, the TMA based analytical applications included tools for quickly

browsing through the TMA images and their corresponding maps, pulling

back digitally de-arrayed TMA cores filtered based on the core type (Normal,

IF, TB, SR) along with related clinical information where available (e.g.

sample id, patient age and gender, mutation information etc.). They were also

designed to support real-time collaborative analytics between multiple users

logged onto the ColoCAN Portal from different geographical locations

through Socket connections (Figure 3.5).
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FIGURE 3.5: CIRAFm supports collaborative analytics between multiple users from
different geographical locations through socket programming. The image shows how
the TMA Apps can be used by analysts to view and examine TMA cores in real-time.

3.2.1 The use-case

To test the functionalities of CIRAFm and its analytical capabilities, a use-case

was designed centering the above mentioned CRC dataset and the related

TMA images now housed within the database layer of CIRAFm (Figure 3.6).
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FIGURE 3.6: A systems architecture diagram showcasing how each of the features (i.e.
CRC Hub, ColoCAN Portal, and the Portal Apps) to be tested through the use-case is

nested within CIRAFm.
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The study conducted by Allen et al. on transcriptional subtyping and CD8

immunohistochemisty on the CRC dataset plotted the mappings between

CMS2 and CRIS patient samples. There findings showed that the majority of

the CMS 2 subtypes fall under the CRIS-C category (50.2%), the rest of the

patient samples are distributed under CRIS-E (24.2 %), CRIS-D (19.2 %),

CRIS-B (3.7%) and CRIS-A (2.7%) respectively. [8] The study also looked into

the relationship between CD8 and CD3 expression within CRIS-C samples

under the three tumour subregions IF, TB, and SR.

Therefore, the use-case was designed with the aim of using the various

Apps available within ColoCAN to first plot the mappings between CMS2

and CRIS-C patient samples (Sankey plot using networkD3 version 0.4), and

then showcase the EDA functionalities of CIRAFm by conducting differential

gene expression analysis (limma version 4.0) on P53 mutant vs wild-type

patients belonging to CMS2. The next step was to generate corelations

between IF, TB, and SR on CD3 and CD8 mean protein scores from patient

samples belonging to CRIS-C. Finally, using the resulting interactive plots the

users were to identify CD3 and CD8 high and low TMA IDs. These were to be

used within the TMA viewer applications to retrieve the relevant digitally

de-arrayed TMA cores along with available match clinical and pathological

information to test the real-time collaborative analytical functionalities

between multiple users within the ColoCAN Portal.
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3.3 Results

As part of the use case designed to test the functionality of CIRAFm the

integrative analytical tools within the ColoCAN portal were used to generate

the mapping between CMS and CRIS patient samples using the established

dataset. The resulting sanky plot effectively replicated the findings of the

original study and showed that majority of CMS2 samples (48.3%) map to

CRIS-C. The rest of the samples were seen to map to CRIS-E (25%), CRIS-D

(20%), CRIS-B (3.3%), CRIS-A (3.3%) respectively Figure 3.7).

In addition to these findings, the interactive Sankey plot application also

depicted information on the mappings between the remaining CMS groups

and the five CRIS subtypes without the need of any additional programming

scripts. By taking advantage of the interactivity of the CMS and CRIS pie

charts of the application, it was then possible to extract the sample IDs of

CMS2 patients and cross-reference them with the sample IDs of CRIS-C

patients to obtain the CMS2 sample IDs that mapped to CRIS-C for further

future investigations.

The two pie charts also provided an overarching summary of the

CMS/CRIS distribution within the entire cohort where it could be observed

that majority of the patient samples within the cohort fell under CMS2

(38.5%) and CRIS-C (28.2%).
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FIGURE 3.7: The image shows the CRIS/CMS mapping of the CRC data obtained
through the ColoCAN applications. The resulting interactive data visualisations
depicting the CRIS/CMS mappings are depicted through a Sankey plot. The pie
charts show the CRIS and CMS distributions within the whole dataset accompanied
by dynamic data tables containing the individual sample IDs of patients belonging to
each CRIS/CMS group; activated by mouse-clicks on the pie-chart slices of interest.
The boxplots show the BRAF, KRAS and P53 mutant vs wild type distributions within
the CRIS/CMS groups and also shows individual sample IDs belonging to each

category by on-click functions.
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The mutation groups BRAF, KRAS and P53 are considered biomarkers for

patient care in CRC. [136] [313] The Portal tools also had the extended and

immediate capabilities to generate box plots to show an overview of the

distribution of patient samples between BRAF, KRAS and P53 within the CMS

and CRIS classification groups. This showed their percentage breakdown

within the dataset which can be used for gaining insights on patient groups

that could avail of alternate treatments through further analysis.

Then using the on-click function of the interactive boxplots the sample IDs

of CMS2 patients with P53 mutations (36 samples) and wild-type (16

samples) were extracted. Next these IDs were used to conduct differential

gene expression analysis between p53 mutant vs p53 wild type samples. The

resulting heatmap and gene list showed that COX1, TMEFF2, COX2, and

MT-ATP6 were among the top differentially expressed genes (Benjamini

Hochberg; adjusted P-value <0.05)(Figure 3.8). These results were consistent

with findings on human cancer development and colorectal carcinogenesis

and progression in literature. [40] [63] [61] [118] [172] [325] [345] [343]
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FIGURE 3.8: P53 mutant vs wild type patient samples belonging to CMS2
category were used to conduct differential expression analysis through the
ColoCAN Portal. The figure shows the resulting interactive heatmap (top), a
quick summary overview of the data (middle) and a data table containing the

top 25 differentially expressed genes (adjusted P-value <0.05) (bottom).
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As an exploratory approach COX1, COX2, MT-ATP6 and TMEFF2 were

then used as a gene signature to generate a heatmap to showcase clearly the

directionality and consistency of expression, and impact of the variant probes

within the CRC dataset (Figure 3.9). The results showed that TMEFF2 was

down regulated, COX1 and COX2 were up regulated, and MT-ATP6 regulation

was inconclusive within the dataset promoting further future investigation.
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FIGURE 3.9: MT-ATP6, TMEFF2, COX1 and COX2 were used to generate a heatmap
of top variant probes within the CRC dataset. The image shows (A) an interactive
heatmap containing the top variant probes of all four genes which was then broken
down to (B) a heatmap of the top variant probes of MT-ATP6, (C) TMEFF2, (D) COX1,

and (E)COX2 for further examination.
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For the next stage of the use-case, the sample IDs of CRIS-C patients were

extracted through the interactive CRIS pie chart. These were fed to a scatter

plot App to generate plots showing the correlations between IF, TB, SR based

on the CD8 and CD3 protein scores. The correlations shown in Figure 3.10

section A were calculated by the App using the mean protein scores for CD3

and CD8 for each sample within the three tumour subregions. The App also

contained dynamic drop-downs that presented the user with the option to use

median, minimum or maximum protein scores for each tumour subregion if

required.

Next, the CD3 and CD8 high and low TMA core IDs for each of the three

tumour subregions were identified by hovering over data points of interest

within scatter the plots. Finally, these IDs were used within the TMA viewer

applications to retrieve the digitally de-arrayed TMA cores along with

matched clinical and pathological information where available for real-time

collaborative analysis among multiple users and further future investigations

(Figure 3.10).
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FIGURE 3.10: (A) The median CD3 and CD8 scores for each tumour subregion (IF, SR,
TB) were plotted through an interactive scatter plot using the ColoCAN Portal. The
App also included features to select different plotting parameters such as minimum,
maximum and median scores for the three tumour sub-regions through drop down
menus. Moreover, the interactive plots allowed users to hover over data points to
displayed additional information and identify outliers. (B) The TMA core IDs for high
and low expression CD3 and CD8 cores identified through the interactive scatter plots
were fed to the TMA viewer Apps on ColoCAN to retrieve the digitally de-arrayed
TMA cores of interest. The App also displayed the matching clinical and pathological
information for each core and supported real-time collaborative analytics between

multiple portal users.
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3.4 Discussion

The use-case successfully recapitulated the main results of Allen et al. as laid

out under Materials and Methods. It also demonstrated how CIRAFm users

can instantly gain additional information breakdowns and insights in

real-time by using the interactive selection and filtering options available

within the data visualisations. For example, the Portal apps successfully

extracted the CMS2 sample IDs that mapped to CRIS-C through simple

mouse-click functions. This not only eliminates the need for additional

program scripts but also saves time.

This use-case also showed CIRAFm’s capacity to support a wide range of

Exploratory Data Analytical (EDA [240]) tools and functions from

semi-supervised analysis (e.g. gene-expression analysis, correlation analysis

etc.) to TMA-based analysis and multi-user collaborative analysis; all within a

unified no-code environment. The ColoCAN Portal initiated and populated

with Apps from the App Module for the purpose of this use-case also shows

how CIRAFm provides quick access to customisable analytical pipelines

based on the research interests. This eliminates the ’one-size-fits-all’ analytical

model and furthermore, supports easy platform expansion and evolution in

alignment with rapidly changing analytical requirements.

In addition to the no-code environment and dynamic analytical

opportunities, the CIRAFm approach also provides translational researchers

the opportunity to conduct reproducible analytics when integrating multiple

data types. For example, the scatter-plot App allowed users to identify the

TMA core IDs belonging to patients with high/low CD3/CD8 protein scores
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which were then used to retrieve the matching TMA images for each for the

three CD3/CD8 tumour sub-regions along with matching patient clinical

information. CIRAFm even at its present MVP (Minimum Viable Product)

stage achieves such analytical tasks within a matter of minutes, which could

otherwise take individual researchers a matter of days or weeks due to time

and skill constrains created by housekeeping tasks such as data management,

retrieval, integration or security.

Moreover, as CIRAFm is a browser-based web framework, it can act as a

portable analytical lab thus providing increased availability in comparison to

standard desktop-based software solutions. This characteristic also lets

CIRAFm instances be deployed independent of the users hardware stack or

computer infrastructure and requires no prior installation or set-up processes.

Finally CIRAFm’s ability to support real-time collaborative-analytical

functionalities across all its applications also provides researchers an

opportunity to actively collaborate and accelerate discovery thus

demonstrating and validates the functionality of CIRAFm as an effective

prototype for modern analytical frameworks.
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Chapter 4

Expanding CIRAFm’s functionality

through AI

4.1 Introduction

The advent of new technologies in data generation infrastructure and the

consequent explosion of healthcare-related data is expanding the

opportunities for personalised medicine and holistic clinical research. The

versatile nature of big data allows researchers to redefine individualised

medicine by uncovering unknown disease risk factors to provide more

accurate diagnostic and prognostic predictions.[101]

Big data is diverse in nature with the possibility of both quantitative (i.e.

focusing on the volume of data) and qualitative (i.e. focusing on the size and

complexity) definitions (see Chapter 01). For the purpose of this chapter it is

best defined as data that is too large in both the size and complexity to be

properly analysed by the use of traditional data analysis methods. [126]

Medical big data in particular has unique characteristics in comparison to big
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data produced within other domains. For example, typical patient data

records may include biomarker data, biometric data, imaging data as well as

administrative health data etc. originating from several different sources such

as clinical registries, electronic health records (EHRs), wearable devices,

biobanks, and patient self-reports etc. [68] [292]

As such while big data in healthcare may provide better opportunities for

holistic and personalised medicine through a variety of mediums, the analysis

of biomedical big data poses many impediments that are not easily overcome

through traditional statistics and analytical methods alone. [307]

A possible solution for overcoming some of these challenges is to employ

aspects of Artificial Intelligence (AI). In situations where there is large,

complex and heterogeneous volumes of data AI systems built on machine

learning (ML) or deep learning (DL) models can be used capture, structure

and understand the unstructured data points by delegating the difficult

pattern recognition, learning and rapid decision generation to

computer-based smart algorithms. [245]

In recent times artificial intelligence has seen a major resurgence within

various mainstream industries across the globe ranging from communications

to healthcare. [231] [330] [359]. In particular, the advent of DL has driven

our understanding of AI to greater depths. It has uniformly invigorated a

community to strive for new insights into areas where the ’machine’ can aid

in the decision making where humans have laboured in the past. Several key

breakthroughs and the origins of AI and the emergence of ML and DL can be

found in the seminal publications by McCulloch and Pitts [220], Rosenblattl

[285], Turing [333], Rumelhart et. al [291], Hinton [152] and LeCun et.al [198].
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DL attempts to build complex representations out of simpler

representations by extracting different levels of features through each hidden

layer within a neural network (NN). [65] In DL networks this mapping of the

’inputs’ to ’targets’ is done through a sequence of data transformations that

takes place at each hidden layer. These transformations are ’learned’ by the

model though the exposure to multiple examples (Figure 4.1). [131] [198]

[363]

FIGURE 4.1: (Left) Modern AI architectures are generally divided into Machine
Learning (ML) and Deep Learning(DL). (Top-right) Traditional ML architectures
are made-up of shallow neural networks and manual feature selection by humans
whereas, (bottom-right) DL architectures are made-up of multiple layers of neural

networks and automatic feature extraction during model training. [65] [198] [299]

This behaviour coupled with the increasing availability of biomedical data

has fuelled AI-based analytics within healthcare. Currently, AI algorithms are

used for variable tasks ranging from the reconstruction of underlying disease
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mechanisms to improving disease prognostics and treatment (Figure 4.2). For

example, ML and DL algorithms have been developed for discovering

somatic cancer mutations [353], predicting DNA methylation states [15],

analysing gene-gene interactions [39], predicting protein structures and

protein-protein interactions [9] and optimising drug discovery [57] [300] [317]

FIGURE 4.2: The role of healthcare big data in driving exploratory data analytics
and artificial intelligence-based data analytics and how the combination of AI-based
analytics with traditional EDA approaches could be used to help improve the overall

quality and efficiency of modern healthcare. [6]

In particular, the use of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN/

ConvNets), in diagnostic medical imaging and pathology has seen a rapid

evolution in recent years. Unlike the other NN architectures, CNNs are
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specifically built to tackle computer vision problems and are more efficient at

handling image data. [212] [364] For example, CNN pipelines have made

several promising advances within areas such as tumour detection [156] [315],

metastatic cancer detection [305] [361], segmentation and detection of tissue

structures [76] [170], echocardiography [122] [314], and mitosis detection [69]

[337].

Despite the promises of AI technology, there are many caveats for its use

that restricts its implementation by those outside the computing domain.

Working with AI requires an understanding of GPUs and compute power,

programming code, neural network types, model tuning and prevention of

overfitting, model validation, selection of data sets for model training and

validation, identifying and mitigating model biases, handling model

transparency and expandability, to name just a few areas of technical burden.

[51] [60][174] [197] [199] [332]

Democratising elements of AI technology would allow more users to gain

access to AI analytics which could help alleviate some of these challenges and

pitfalls. For example, frameworks such as Google’s Tensorflow [329],

Microsoft CNTK [224], Amazon SageMaker [26], Accord.Net [2], Nvidia AI

Playground [241] etc. attempts to provide a comprehensive set of tools for

creating and executing AI models with minimal domain expertise for

conducting research. Commercial examples include Proscia [263], Paige.AI

[249], PathAI [256] etc. that are seen to provide ’out-of-the-box’ solutions for

AI analysis within domains such as digital pathology.

Certain caveats however still restrain the full integration of AI-based

analytics within healthcare. Namely, the lack of frameworks that can
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faithfully serve both big data and small data domains by combining AI and

traditional analytics while still being powerful and flexible enough to scale

with the data and users as the domains continue to grow. In this chapter, we

describe the expansion of CIRAFm to accommodate DL functionality. Such

increased capacity of CIRAFm would further enhance its utility for discovery

within precision medicine on datasets that have scaled considerably, and also

allow differing types of data to be integrated for a more holistic

understanding.
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4.2 Approach and Methods

The Cancer Integromics Research Application Framework (CIRAFm) is a

prototype analytical framework designed for conducting pan-cancer analytics

on multiomics datasets. Thus far, a framework capable of conducting

traditional statistics and standard exploratory data analytics (EDA) on

heterogeneous biomedical data was designed, successfully implemented and

tested for functionality. Here we describe the design and implementation of a

set of prototype applications that expand CIRAFm’s functionality to the

domain of AI through the use of DL and ML based analytics.
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4.2.1 Design of the AI analytics Applications

In order to showcase how AI based analytical applications can be easily

introduced to CIRAFm and be worked upon within the ’Application Module’,

two image classification-based applications were created. The design purpose

was to implement DL techniques within a no-code REST environment.

Both applications were built using the JavaScript-based ML5.js library

(version 0.4.3) [242] which is built on top of Tensorflow.js [135]. P5.js (version

1.1.9) [219], node.js (version 10.19.0)[83] and express.js (version 4.17.1)[154]

libraries were also used to build components of the applications.

ML5.js in particular allows developers to take advantage of many of the

features and functionalities available within the Tensorflow.js and P5.js

environments. However, unlike Tensorflow.js, the ML5.js library is designed

to be approachable to users coming into the AI domain from a range of

audiences, and has no external dependencies thus enabling out-of-the-box

coding. In addition, ML5.js is open-source and is well documented and

supported within the AI programming community with regular library

updates and new functionalities; all of which made it a good testing ground

for building the prototype applications.

The applications were built for CRC tissue detection and included feature

extraction and image classification. A publicly available dataset by Kather et

al. [176] was used for training and testing the DL models built through the

applications. The dataset contains ten anonymised H & E stained CRC tissue

slides that have been manually annotated and tessellated into tissue tiles

categorised into eight different tissue types. Categories included tumour
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epithelium (Label: TUMOUR), simple stroma (Label: STROMA), complex

stroma (Label: COMPLEX), immune cells (Label: LYMPHO), debris (Label:

DEBRIS), normal mucosal glands (Label: MUCOSA), adipose tissue (Label:

ADIPOSE) and background (Label: EMPTY). In total, the slides contained 625

non-overlapping tissue tiles that were each 150x150 pixels in size (Figure 4.3).

[176]
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FIGURE 4.3: Example tissue tile images from the Kather et al. CRC image dataset [176]
representing the eight image classes of TUMOR, STROMA, COMPLEX, LYMPHO,

DEBRIS, MUCOSA, ADIPOSE and EMPTY.
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The Feature Extractor and Image Classifier Applications

The first application designed was a feature extractor with customisable

hyper-parameter tuning options. The application allows users to train a

custom classifier model for making predictions on a dataset of their choice.

The training set was built using 800 randomly selected images representing

each of the seven tissue categories in the dataset. A further 20 images (ten

label positive and ten label negative images) were randomly selected for

building the test set.

The custom feature extractor is built on top of a pre-trained model. During

the model training, the feature extractor identifies a set of features from the

training set based on the hyper-parameter values, input images and the inputs

from the NN layers of the attached pre-trained model. These features are then

used to build the final classifier model along with the image labels provided

during training.

The feature extractor application was built with the capability to support

all pre-trained models currently available within ML5.js and Tensorflow.js

libraries. Within the use-cases which are to follow this was demonstrated by

the use of models trained on MobileNet and Darknet. MobileNets which are

trained on the ImageNet datasets [293] have better latency and accuracy

while still being lightweight in comparison to similar models such as

Inception [326]. Furthermore, while MobileNet [155] might be out performed

in terms of the output accuracy by much deeper models such as the ResNets

[147], this was seen as an acceptable trade-off in this scenario as MobileNets

are much easier to tune for resources. Moreover, they also support real-time
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off-line detection, thus making them ideal for browser-based environments

with limited host-resources as explored within this use-case. [155] Darknet on

the other hand is an open source CNN framework written in C and CUDA. It

acts as a backbone for YOLO object detection approaches and supports GPU

and CPU compilations thus making it another good candidate for training a

browser-based classifier model. [42] [274] [344] Both MobileNet and Darknet

models are trained on Imagenet datasets [89] containing ’.jpeg’ images. Thus,

the CRC images within the training and test sets were initially converted from

’.tiff’ format to ’.jpeg’ using a custom algorithm (Figure 4.4).

FIGURE 4.4: Schematic for the Feature Extractor application. Here a custom feature
extractor is built on top of a pre-trained model. During training it extracts a set of
features based on the hyper-parameters, inputs images and the inputs from the NN
layers of the pre-trained model. It then uses these inputs to build a classifier model

according to the image labels provided during training.

The application’s GUI was designed with multiple labelled input areas

through which users could tune the hyper-parameters of the model being

trained. Default values were also assigned for each of these inputs for model

training (Learning rate: 0.0001, Number of hidden units: 100, Epochs: 1000
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and Batch size: 0.4) to cater for instances where a user did not wish to tune

the hyper-parameters with custom values. In addition, the app GUI was

equipped with a ’drag and drop’ input area to add image files for training

(either as individual files or batches) during app run-time. A ’Class Label’

input was also included to add the image label name based on the image file

being fed into the feature extractor. Two command buttons were added to

allow the users to start the model training and once finished, to save the

trained model onto their local machine (Figure 4.5 left).
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FIGURE 4.5: The GUI’s of the Feature Extractor (FE) (left) and the Image Classifier(IC)
(right) applications. The FE is designed with input areas to tune the hyper-parameters
learning rate, number of hidden units within the extractor, the number of epochs to
train the extractor, the batch side of the input images as well as the class label of the
training images along with an input area to feed the training images into the extractor.
It also contains command buttons to begin training the classifier model and save the
trained classifier model to the local machine in addition to built-in notification areas
to notify App status changes such as when a pre-trained model is loaded, or when
images are being added for training. The IC contains an input area to add images to
be classified along with a command button to begin classification. Same as with the FE
it also contains notification areas to notify App changes and image prediction labels

and values.

Next, the Image Classifier application was designed to allow users to load

any in-house or externally trained classifier model onto a browser-based

environment for making predictions. Once a classification model is loaded

the test images can be fed to the application. The classifier model will then

begin predicting the image labels for the new images based on the training
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data (Figure 4.6). A ’drag and drop’ input area was added to the application

so that users could easily upload the images for classification. A notification

area was also included to show the predicted labels and their confidence

intervals (Figure 4.5 right).

FIGURE 4.6: Schematic for the Image Classifier application where a in-house or
externally trained classifier model can be loaded on to a browser environment to
begin image classification. Once the model is loaded, the input images are fed to the
image classifier application at which point the pre-trained feature extractor will begin

to predict the labels for the new images based on the training data.
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4.2.2 The use-case design

Once the applications were successfully on-line, three use-cases were designed

to test the various functionalities enabled by the applications.

The first use-case was designed to test the feature extractor apps ability to

train in-house image classifiers within a web browser-based no-code setting

using the default hyper-parameters. The training set for this model consisted

of a sub-set of 400 images (50 images per each of the eight tissue classes -

TUMOR, STROMA, COMPLEX, LYMPHO, DEBRIS, MUCOSA, ADIPOSE,

EMPTY) taken form the pre-prepared image dataset.

The second use-case was designed to test the two apps ability to work

with different pre-trained models and accommodate custom hyper-parameter

tuning when training or testing in-house models. The training set for this

model also consisted of a set of 400 images consisting of 50 tissue images per

each class taken from the pre-prepared image dataset.

The third and final use-case was designed to test the image classifier apps

ability to also support externally trained models for generating predictions.

Therefore, this model was trained using the external platform Google

Teachable machine. [133] This model was trained using the whole

pre-prepared training set of 800 images (100 images per each model).

Three image classification models were trained to test the use-case

objectives and were trained using the pre-prepared CRC image dataset. [176]

Training times were measured using a Chrome browser in a Linux Ubuntu

20.04 LTS environment with a GeForce GTX 1060 GPU (CUDA 11.0). At the
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end of the training each in-house model was downloaded from the feature

extractor application to the host machine. Both the in-house and externally

trained models were uploaded to the image classifier application for making

predictions on the test set.
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4.3 Results

4.3.1 Use-case: One

The first classification model was trained on a pre-trained MobileNet V2 NN

using the in-house ML feature extractor application. The model was trained

without custom hyper-parameter tuning and thereby using the default values

of the application (learning rate of 0.0001 for 1000 epochs, with a batch size

of 0.4 on a network with 100 hidden units). The overall training time was

observed to be roughly three and a half minutes on Chrome browser in a Linux

Ubuntu 20.04 LTS environment with a GeForce GTX 1060 GPU (CUDA 11.0).

Once trained the classification model was uploaded to the Image classifier

application for prediction. Out of the eight image classes those labelled under

MUCOSA and EMPTY had the highest level of accuracy with all image labels

being predicted correctly. ADIPOSE and LYMPHO also displayed the high

accuracy level of 95% for each class. STROMA and COMPLEX image classes

on the other hand had the lowest accuracy levels of 65% and 60% respectively.

The overall accuracy of the model for all eight classes was 85% with a

sensitivity (i.e. recall) level of 93.75% (Figure 4.7).

4.3.2 Use-case: Two

The second classification model was trained using Darknet. The custom

hyper-parameters were set to a learning rate of 0.001 with a batch size of 16

followed by 200 hidden units and 1000 epochs using the feature extractor
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applications GUI. The overall training time was observed to be roughly 60

seconds on a Chrome browser within a Linux Ubuntu 20.04 LTS environment

with a GeForce GTX 1060 GPU (CUDA 11.0).

Once the model was uploaded to the in-house image classifier the EMPTY

image category showed the highest level of accuracy where all 20 images

were seen to be classified correctly. The next highest accuracy levels (95%)

were seen in ADIPOSE, MUCOSA and LYMPHO categories. Once again the

lowest accuracy levels of 60% and 65% were seen in STROMA and

COMPLEX tissue types respectively. The overall accuracy of the model was

observed to be 83.75% percent with a sensitivity level of 90.91%.

4.3.3 Use-case: Three

The final model trained externally through Google Teachable machine was

trained on a MobileNet based pre-trained model using a 0.001 learning rate

for 500 epochs with a batch size of 16.

The externally trained model was successfully uploaded to CIRAFm’s

in-house Image classifier application for inference using the pre-prepared test

set. With this model the highest accuracy levels were observed in MUCOSA

and EMPTY image classes where all 20 images were correctly predicted.

STROMA and COMPLEX classes showed higher accuracy levels compared to

the previous two models with accuracy levels of 85% and 95% respectively.

The overall accuracy for this model was 93.75% with a sensitivity of 98.61%

(Figure 4.7)
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FIGURE 4.7: The confusion matrices for each of the image classes tested during
prediction. (A) Use-case: One, (B) Use-case: Two, (C) Use-case: Three. Within each
use-case, a total of 20 images (N=20) were used for testing each image class. Here
ten images were of the right image category with ten being a mixture of the other
seven (e.g. ten tumour images, ten non-tumour images). The final confusion matrix
(shown at the bottom-middle of each use-case) shows a composite matrix for the

overall performance of each model for all eight image classes (contd.).
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FIGURE 4.7: The confusion matrices for each of the image classes tested during
prediction. (A) Use-case: One, (B) Use-case: Two, (C) Use-case: Three. Within each
use-case, a total of 20 images (N=20) were used for testing each image class. Here
ten images were of the right image category with ten being a mixture of the other
seven (e.g. ten tumour images, ten non-tumour images). The final confusion matrix
(shown at the bottom-middle of each use-case) shows a composite matrix for the

overall performance of each model for all eight image classes (contd.).
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FIGURE 4.7: The confusion matrices for each of the image classes tested during
prediction. (A) Use-case: One, (B) Use-case: Two, (C) Use-case: Three. Within each
use-case, a total of 20 images (N=20) were used for testing each image class. Here
ten images were of the right image category with ten being a mixture of the other
seven (e.g. ten tumour images, ten non-tumour images). The final confusion matrix
(shown at the bottom-middle of each use-case) shows a composite matrix for the

overall performance of each model for all eight image classes (contd.).
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4.4 Discussion

The three use-cases show that CIRAFm can be successfully used to build,

train and deploy in-house as well as external AI algorithms within a no-code

browser environment. For example, traditionally histological images are

assessed and categorised manually by trained pathologists. However, the

human eye can often miss the subtle changes in cell quantity thus introducing

inconsistencies in annotations. Increased availability of high quality digitised

histopathological images has given rise to digital pathology through

computational image analysis and whole-slide segmentation approaches. [48]

[137] The automation of this classification process through ML/DL models

can aid pathologists increase diagnostic throughput by providing additional

support in quantitative assessments. [184] [204] However, due to the highly

specialised nature of AI technology, non-domain specialists may find it

difficult to build and train AI models to aid such image classification tasks.

The three use-cases above show how CIRAFm’s applications can be used to

democratise these technologies among translational researchers regardless of

their specialisation level in training or deploying AI models.

Furthermore, the first and second use-cases show how CIRAFm’s apps can

be used to easily train different types of classification models in-house. As the

ML train classifier application allows the trained models to be downloaded

to the host machine, these models can then also be used external to CIRAFm

within other workspaces for making predictions. On the other hand, the third

use-case shows how the in-house ML classifier application can be used to make

predictions using externally trained models.
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In all instances the use of transfer leaning within the applications when

training the models also significantly reduces the need of large training sets

and the time spent on building and training a model from the start. Transfer

learning enables a NN trained on one domain to be repurposed for use within

a similar domain. Here, for example, CIRAFm’s feature extractor application

is built to load a pre-trained model of choice on top of which the users can

build their custom classifier. This is a good alternative to building a custom

NN architecture and training it from start as it is not only both time and data

intensive but also often requires a deeper understanding of NN design and

some underlying of the mathematical principles. [67] [50] [270]

Furthermore, the use of transfer learning within these applications mimics

a more realistic use-case of AI-based analytics conducted by translational

researchers from varying domains due to its greater approachability. It also

applies well within mobile analytical environments such as CIRAFm where it

helps optimise limited resources such as CPU/GPU power of the host

machine.

The GUIs of the applications built primarily on P5.js were designed to

keep them user-friendly for translational researchers. These for example,

allow users to input custom values for hyper-parameter tuning, assign class

labels to images during training, and easily drag-and-drop images for

training and testing the models, all within a no-code environment unlike

most traditional command line based AI pipelines .

In addition to making predictions on new images, the image classifier GUI

also contained functionality for displaying other co-located data on the

images and possible error codes due to incompatible image formats etc. Once
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an image had been classified, the GUI would display its predicted class label

and confidence interval. However, in an attempt to reduce the black-box

nature of this model, a feature was also included to ensure that the users if

necessary could gain additional information such as the remaining confidence

intervals (i.e. the other possible predicted category ranks) on the classification

from the classifier through the browser console.

Currently the image classifier application can also support models trained

on external applications that use the standard .JSON and weight.bin files to

record their models as shown within the third use-case using the Google

Teachable Machines platform. This allows for greater flexibility as users are

not limited to training models in-house or using models trained only by

themselves. Ideally, the future iterations of these and other AI applications

within CIRAFm would also be able to accommodate additional model types,

as well as be combined with other technologies such as cloud services for

further resource optimisation for training more complex models.
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Chapter 5

Summary and Future Directions

5.1 Chapter Summary

For decades researchers have been forming hypotheses and research

questions by exploring the structure of data and observing their underlying

patterns. Particularly, within biomedical sciences the successful analysis and

interpretation of data has been key, not only to improving patient treatments

but also in understanding disease progression and prevention. [33] [186] [227]

The advancements made in high-throughput technology has created a big

data revolution within healthcare offering the potential to help accelerate

opportunities in precision medicine. [104] [105] At its core, precision medicine

has been an attempt to further define our understanding of disease aetiology

that we may map better treatments to patients where they may benefit

maximally. CRUK predicts that there will be 27.5 million new cancer

incidences worldwide each year by 2040. In 2017 alone more than one in four

deaths in the UK had been attributed to cancer with the current UK mortality

rate ranked higher than two-thirds of the world. [79] Successful development
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of cancer treatments depend on our understanding of the molecular

characteristics of a patient’s tumour. These have steadily been progressing

from different data domains anointing the next breakthrough in clinical

practice. Alone, and analysed independently their impact is poorly

understood and their benefit hampered. As such, the domain should greatly

benefit from integrative analysis of different biomedical data modalities as

this would create a more holistic view of disease phenotypes. [136] [264]

However, biomedical data analysis presents a set of challenges often

unique to its domain, due to the high level of heterogeneity present within its

data points. For example, biomedical data can stem from a wide variety of

sources from patient health records to smart wearables, and sequencing or

imaging devices. These would often encompass many different data types in

their outputs including patient clinical information, genomic information,

and medical images. [24] [215] [252]

As mentioned within the previous chapters the task of driving discovery

within big data mediated biomedical analysis often requires the integration of

multiple domain specialities such as mathematics, statistics, and sub-fields of

computer science due to its complex nature. This imposes several hardships

on researchers limiting their analytical capabilities based on domain skill

levels and the expectations of data at hand. The use of platforms where data

can persist and be manipulated to drive analytical insights through a no-code

environment have shown promise at addressing this problem both within the

academic and commercial domains ( See Chapter 1, Chapter 2 and Chapter 3).

However, currently missing within healthcare is a platform that can not

only drive discovery, but also promote analytical evolution within the digital
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research landscape. Such a framework would ideally aid innovation and

promote continued growth and expansion by democratising specialised tools

and technologies for translational researchers with varying skills.

This project has been successful in developing CIRAFm, a software

solution designed to aid biomedical researchers, bioinformaticians and data

scientists with differing levels of computational expertise. The platform can

seamlessly warehouse, analyse and collaboratively interpret biomedical data

within a unified and secure environment. The previous chapters describe the

development of CIRAFm from an initial framework design to application

use-cases of the framework functionality within modern day healthcare and

future innovations using of AI powered analytical models.

To summarise, CIRAFm was designed in multiple software iterations

following the ASDLC model. The model was divided into six stages of

operation during the development process starting from 1)requirement

gathering, 2)analysis and planning of prototype requirements, 3)designing

the prototype, 4)code development, 5)testing the prototype, and finally

6)reviewing and evaluating the current prototype before the start of the next

agile cycle. Under this model seven prototype iterations were built

consecutively and tested to identify the shortcomings and bottlenecks of each

iteration which were to be remedied during the next prototype development

cycle.

The final CIRAFm prototype is a browser-based REST framework that

supports an Angular 5 front-end and an ExpressJS back-end, and is hosted

within a Node.js environment. CIRAFm’s polyglot persistent database layer

currently supports both SQL and NoSQL databases. CIRAFm’s Application
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Module is designed to support applications written in multiple programming

languages and currently hosts Apps and tools designed using R, Python, and

several different JavaScript-based languages. The framework is divided into

multiple components termed ’Hub’, each of which is designed to support a

particular area of research. CIRAFm users can utilise these Hubs to host

different research sub-domains or workspaces termed ’Portal’. Each Portal

has access to the ’Application Module’ populated with various analytical

tools and applications each of which can be assigned to one or more Portals

depending on research requirements. The analytical tools within the

Application Module supports both interactive single user analytics, and

real-time collaborative analytics between multiple users within a single Portal

group.

CIRAFm implements a role-based permission structure within its Hubs

and Portals for controlling access to different datasets and analytical tools

within the framework. Currently it supports four main user groups, namely

’SUPER’, ’ADMIN’, ’DEV’, and ’USER’ each of which has different levels of

access permissions within CIRAFm based on their functionality. In addition

to the role-based access structure within the framework, CIRAFm also

implements a passport system to authenticate user logins within the system

as an added layer of security.

To demonstrate the functionality of CIRAFm a new Portal named ColoCAN

was initialised within the CRC Hub. This was linked to a CRC dataset used

in a publication by Allen et al. with the aim of replicating several of the key

findings of this publication using CIRAFm’s tools. The CRC dataset consisted

of 156 transcriptional profiles along with matched clinical and pathological
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data as well as TMA images. The Portal was populated with a collection of

analytical applications representing un-supervised, semi-supervised and TMA

based analytics to show how CIRAFm can be used to support a wide range of

EDA methods within the same environment. These were developed using R,

Python 3 and Angular 5 demonstrating CIRAFm’s polyglot persistent software

architecture.

Once the Portal was on-line several Apps were selected from among the

collection of Apps made available within ColoCAN to begin the validation.

At first a CRIS/CMS mapping of the dataset was obtained through one of the

analytical applications. The Sankey plot from this App effectively replicated

the results of the original study that showed that majority of the CMS2

patient samples map to CRIS-C. In addition to CMS2, CIRAFm’s plot was also

able to demonstrate the mappings of the remaining patient samples between

the other CMS groups and the CRIS subtypes. All Apps within ColoCAN

were equipped with interactive functionality that for example, allowed users

to hover over or zoom into plots to glean additional information on the

plotted data. By using this functionality several other additional information

regarding the dataset was also obtained, which included the list of CMS2

sample IDs that mapped to CIRS-C, and a summary percentage distribution

of CMS and CRIS groups within the entire cohort.

Additionally, the portal was also used to obtain the distribution of BRAF,

KRAS, and P53 mutation groups within the CMS and CRIS classification

groups; an important finding in identifying CRC patient groups that can take

advantage of alternative treatment methods. The P53 mutant and wild-type

patient groups belonging to CMS2 were then subjected to a differential gene
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expression analysis through the portal Apps. Here, the resulting heatmap and

table clearly identified COX1, TMEFF2, COX2 and MT-ATP6 among the top

differentially expressed genes (adjusted p value <0.05); a result validated by

the findings from literature on human cancer development, colorectal

carcinogenesis, and CRC progression.

To demonstrate how CIRAFm’s resources can also be used in EDA

approaches, the above genes were then used as a gene signature to generate

another heatmap to observe the directionality and consistency of expression

of the variant probes within this gene signature across the entire CRC dataset.

The findings here showed that TMEFF2 was down-regulated, COX1 and

COX2 were up-regulated within the dataset. However MT-ATP6 regulation

was observed inconclusive and promotes further future investigation.

The Allen et al. study had also conducted research into CD8 and CD3

expression within CRIS-C under IF, SR, and TB tumour subregions.

Therefore, CRIS-C sample IDs were obtained from one of the Apps and fed to

another analytical App to generate a scatter plot to identify correlations

between IF, TB, and SR based on CD3 and CD8 median protein scores for each

region. Once again, as observed within the Allen et al. study, the correlations

between CD3 and CD8 scores here were also observed to be relatively low.

The hover function within this App was then used to quickly identify the

TMA core IDs belonging to CD3 and CD8 high and low groups within each

tumour region. Finally, by feeding these IDs to the TMA viewers within the

Portal the users were able to retrieve the digitally de-arrayed TMA cores

along with their clinical and pathological information for conducting

real-time collaborative analysis for further EDA investigations.
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The next and final step of the project was focused on expanding the

current EDA functionality of CRAFm to support AI-based analytics on

biomedical data. To test the feasibility of this objective two

image-classification based applications were designed and added to

CIRAFm’s Application Module to be made available within the CRC Hub.

The first application was designed to allow users to train a customisable

image classifier model based on a dataset of their choice. The second

application designed as a possible companion for the feature extractor

application, was developed to load in-house or externally trained image

classifier models onto CIRAFm’s browser environment for real-time

prediction.

Three use-cases where three separate classifier models were to be trained

and tested were designed to test the functionality and effectiveness of these

applications. In the interests of maintaining consistency all three models were

to take advantage of test sets and training sets composed of a publicly

available CRC tissue dataset published by Kather et al. [176] The complete

dataset contained manually annotated and tessellated tissue tiles categorised

under eight tissue labels: TUMOR, STROMA, COMPLEX, LYMPHO,

DEBRIS, MUCOSA, ADIPOSE, EMPTY.

The first classification model (first use-case) was trained on a pre-trained

MobileNet V2 using the in-house feature extractor application. The training

set for this model consisted of 400 images (50 images per each of the eight

tissue classes) and was trained on the default value set of the application to

emulate an instance where a user may not wish to engage in custom hyper-

parameter tuning (learning rate: 0.0001, epochs: 1000, batch size: 0.4, network
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hidden units: 100). The overall model training time on a Chrome browser

within a Linux Ubuntu 20.04 LTS environment with a GeForec GTX 1060 GPU

was observed to be roughly three and a half minutes. The trained model once

uploaded to the Image classifier application showed an overall accuracy of

85% with a sensitivity level of 93.75%. ADIPOSE, LYMPHO, MUCOSA and

EMPTY showed the highest level of predictive accuracy within this model.

The second model (second use-case) was also trained on the in-house

feature extractor application using Darknet with a test set of 400 images (50

images per each of the eight tissue classes). The hyper parameters for this

model were set to a learning rate of 0.001 with a batch size of 16 followed by

200 hidden units and 1000 epochs. The overall training time for this model

within the same environment as the first use-case was 60 seconds. Once

uploaded to the image classifier application, the overall predictive accuracy of

the trained model was observed to be 83.75% with a sensitivity level of

90.91%. The highest predictive accuracy for this model was once again

observed within ADIPOSE, LYMPHO, MUCOSA, and EMPTY tissue classes.

The third and final model (third use-case) was trained externally on the

Google Teachable Machine platform to show how externally trained models

could also be used within CIRAFm to aid the analytical pipelines. The model

was trained on a training set of 800 images (100 images per each of the eight

tissue classes). The hyper-parameters for the model were tuned at a learning

rate of 0.001 on 500 epochs with a batch size of 16. The externally trained

model was uploaded to CIRAFm’s image classifier for inference where it

showed an overall predictive accuracy of 93.75% with a sensitivity level of

98.61%. STROMA and COMPLEX classes were observed to showcase better
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accuracy levels within this model compared to the previous two models.
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5.2 Conclusion

In the current big data mediated biomedical landscape, integrative data

analytics provide significant advantage against the practice of one

one-dimensional data analytics. However, due to the sophisticated nature of

biomedical big data manipulation the task of conducting integrative data

analytics often requires the combined use of multiple domain specialities.

Therefore, an analytical framework that provides data storage and tools

for subsequent analysis within a secure and no-code environment is highly

desirable. As mentioned within the previous chapters, currently there are

several academic and commercial platforms that address these characteristics

at varying degrees within their software frameworks (see Chapters 1 to 3).

However, currently missing within the biomedical domain is a platform that

can not only support an ever evolving collection of EDA tools but also drive

discovery through democratisation of novel and up-coming analytical

techniques.

CIRAFm was designed to aid biomedical researchers, bioinformaticians,

data scientists, and other translational researchers from differing backgrounds

and skill sets to seamlessly warehouse, analyse and collaboratively interpret

biomedical data within a unified, no-code, and secure environment. As

demonstrated within the second chapter, CIRAFm is a web-based framework

that can be easily accessed through any web-browser regardless of the

geographical location or computational infrastructure. Unlike desktop-based

software solutions this also allows CIRAFm to act as a portable digital

analytics lab that requires no prior installation or set up procedures.
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CIRAFm’s passport system prevent any unauthorised access to the

platform while also allowing segregated access to different platform users

based on their user roles which can be set by either the platform

administrators or super users. This provides greater control over access to

datasets and analytical tools among different types of framework users.

Its loosely coupled highly cohesive architecture allows developers to

easily populate the Application Module with new applications or customise

existing tools without manipulating the underlying framework architecture

code. This prevents the accumulation of legacy tools and applications and

encourages the development of new applications to fit changing research

interests thereby eliminating the ’one-size-fits-all’ software approach and also

actively promotes platform growth. CIRAFm also supports polyglot

persistence both within its database and application layers. This grants

greater freedom for App developers while also providing better

infrastructure for storage and access of heterogeneous datasets as those often

encountered in biomedicine.

The use-case conducted in chapter three on the CRC dataset published by

Allen et al. [8] demonstrates how CIRAFm is an effective analytical prototype

for modern day analytical frameworks. As shown within the use-case

CIRAFm shows potential to support a wide range of analytical tools that

support reproducible analytics within a no-code environment. The CIRAFm

Apps hosted within ColoCAN also supported interactive analytical

functionalities. Such functionalities can stimulate data analysis and

exploration opportunities beyond formal hypothesis testing as they can be

used to quickly gain additional information in real-time by deep-diving into
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regions of interest within data plots. For example, the extraction of CMS2

patient samples with P53 mutations and wild-type only required the user to

click on the bar of interest on the interactive box plot, a task that would

normally require the scripting of additional lines of program code and take

additional time to pursue.

In addition, the Apps also allowed the users to seamlessly shift between

different types of analytics as shown when the ’omics’ data analytics and

TMA image analysis were combined through the prototype Apps for further

investigations at the later stage of the use-case. CIRAFm’s REST architecture

also supported collaborative analytics in real-time across the Apps for

multiple geographically remote users. These tasks under traditional software

solutions would often not only require the use of multiple software platforms

and programming code but also additional computational resources and time.

The expansion of CIRAFm’s functionality through the introduction of

AI-based analytics within the Application Module also further enhances the

platform’s ability to thrive within the modern healthcare big-data analytics

landscape. AI domains such as DL and ML are upcoming and promising

avenues in big data analysis that supports the extraction of complex data

representations at higher levels of abstraction. This grants researchers the

opportunity to detect anomalies and analyse data points beyond formal

modelling and hypothesis testing. [233]

Enabling the use and development of AI models through plug-and-play

environments such as CIRAFm can democratise these technologies and make

them available to a wider research audience. This type of approach can also

reduce limitations arising in desktop environments such as platform
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dependence and can be enhanced through cloud technologies to overcome

local resource limitations such as GPU power. REST analytical environments

such as CIRAFm can also provide further opportunities for subsequent

analysis by directly combining the results from these AI models with other

AI-based or standard statistical EDA pipelines as those used within the

Chapter 3 Apps. Meanwhile, the interactive GUI components can once again

help facilitate no-code interactions with the AI algorithms thus providing a

more user-friendly and flexible analytical experience to non-AI specialised

translational researchers.

Currently, one of the main bottlenecks of implementing AI-based analytics

is its energy intensive nature when training models. AI models tend to

require large amounts of data, computational resources, and domain

expertise for successful deployment when implemented from the start. [323]

The Chapter 4 use-cases also demonstrate that incorporating up-coming

techniques such as transfer learning and building easily customisable tools

such as those available within CIRAFm, and taking advantage of the growing

number of browser-based AI libraries can help reduce these burdens.
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5.3 Future Directions

The overall objective of this project was to design and implement a

multiomics platform that could analyse healthcare big data for enhancing

precision medicine within the cancer research domain. To this end CIRAFm, a

browser-based REST analytical framework was developed, tested for

functionality, and refined through various programming cycles and use-cases.

As demonstrated through the previous chapters, the academic framework

clearly shows potential in a wide range of big data analytical functionalities

and avenues in aiding precision medicine and cancer research. However, over

time the expansion of CIRAFm could benefit from several technologies.

For example, the academic framework was supported by on-premises

servers for data storage and analysis. On-premise servers may work well for

highly-sensitive data, or within a small group of analytical users, or under

moderate data volumes. However, to take full advantage of CIRAFm’s REST

architecture, designed with the primary objective of supporting large,

globally distributed research groups would also benefit from the use of

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) service technologies similar to those

provided by AWS [27], Microsoft Azure [223], Google Cloud [134], IBM Cloud

[160] etc. in managing its data layers and computing resources. In addition,

the use of resources such as K8 [190], Docker [94] etc. for automating

deployment and containerising applications as the framework scales, along

with the introduction of task parallelisation, and multithreading techniques

would also aid the future iterations of CIRAFm.
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Currently CIRAFm supports an in-house passport system for

authorisation along with a role based access management system. However,

as the user base of CIRAFm grows, future iterations of the framework would

benefit from an authorisation gateway service implemented through an IaaS

provider. In addition to storage and resource management, such systems also

contain specialised and dedicated tools for identity and access management.

These provide added layers of security such as multi-factor-authentication

(MFA), custom policy generators for tools and resources as well as encryption

services against malicious interference. In a similar vein, the future iterations

of this framework would also benefit from a dedicated multidisciplinary

support team. This would ideally consist of software developers focused on

future framework developments, continued updates, and framework scaling,

along with data scientists focused on ensuring data compliance policies such

as GDPR [120], and quality control of data prior to being ingested onto the

framework data layers.

Furthermore, due to the project scope and resource availability the various

use-cases tested during this project were focused on CRC datasets. However,

CIRAFm is capable of supporting multiple cancer types and therefore it’s

future iterations would also benefit from the incorporation of new cancer

datasets as well as new data types and associated analytical technologies as

they become available.

Currently an increasing amount of medical data are generated though

high-throughput technologies and collected in huge volumes by modern

healthcare systems. [153] [171] However, as discussed throughout this project

the exploitation of these diverse datasets is complex and requires the merging
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of both multiple datasets and analytical approaches. Therefore, the promise of

building accurate and robust analytical models for better disease outcomes is

beginning to increasingly rely on the use of ML/DL models accompanied by

explainable companion statistical models. [5] [278] Consequently, the

CIRAFm approach where both AI and standard statistics can be easily

combined to create in-depth analytical pipelines without the need for

complex program scripts, dedicated computing resources or subsequent

data/infrastructure housekeeping tasks could in future act as a powerful

research and discovery medium for interdisciplinary research teams across

healthcare.
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